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PROLOGUE
WORK ETHIC

I’m going to play this damn saxophone until they put it on top

ofme. TENOR SAXOPHONIST BEN WEBSTER

I
n the introduction to Working (1972), his book of art-

fully edited renditions of interviews with 134 men and

women, Studs Terkel declared, “This book, being about

work, is, by its very nature, about violence—to the spirit as

well as to the body.” And those he interviewed, nearly all

of them blue- or gray-collar workers, matter- of-factly and

painfully bear out his words. A mail dehveryman sighs over

the increased number offree-ranging dogs he encounters on

his route, a waitress speaks of feeling demeaned by the need

to fake cheerfulness for tips, a welder on a Ford assembly

line laughs as he talks of putting one over on management

by once in a while just letting a car slip past untouched, and

a bus driver remembers a coworker who suffered from a

chronic illness attested to by his personal physician, but “the

company doctors said he could work. So he died fighting for

his disability.”

Terkel conducted his interviews in the late 1960s and

early 1970s, when social tensions ran high in the United

States and an aching nostalgia for a pre-modern, pre-urban,

pre-industrial way of American fife was endemic. He also

marshaled his subjects and their words to make points about

the forever war between capital and labor, about the power-

lessness ofwage earners by contrast with bosses, and about

the alienation of workers from all those things Marx said

they were alienated from—matters dear to an “old lefty,” as

Terkel once described himself.

Terkel’s book is a compelling, if saddening, read and

became a much-discussed bestseller and a pillar of college

courses in labor economics and sociology. But the views

expressed within were hardly novel or current or lefty, in

fact, but literally antediluvian, the emotional property of

the vast majority ofhuman beings who have ever been com-

pelled to earn a living on this planet.

We don’t know what the most ancient human beings

thought of the work of killing large beasts at close range

with pointed sticks, though we can probably guess. The less

ancient Hebrews, for their part, cast work as the epic pun-

ishment that fit the epic crime ofdisobeying God to His face.

And other ancients weren’t much for brow-sweating either.

Herodotus approvingly reported that “contempt” for wage

work seemed common to Persians, Lydians, Egyptians,

and Greeks. (It was a punctiliousness made possible, of

course, by the use of slaves.) Just a few centuries later, in

his De Officiis (On Duties), a book that served turn-of-the-

millennium Rome as Emily Post’s Etiquette in Society, in

Business, in Politics and at Home more recently served the

Upper East Side, Cicero noted that “vulgar are the means

of livelihood of all hired workmen . . . the very wage they

receive is a pledge of their slavery.” He wasn’t keen on other

forms ofwork either, calling merchants inveterate liars and

designating as “least respectable” the purveyors of fish,

meat, poultry, cooking, and dancing
—

“those trades which

cater for sensual pleasure.” (Cicero, of course, who enjoyed

a good deal of sensual pleasure, worked hard as an orator,

philosopher, and statesman and overall brave guy, which

was nice work ifyou could get it, and you could get it ifyou

were born rich, which he was.)

About 500 years onward, St. Benedict did go some way

toward redeeming sweat-inducing work, making it a moral

feature of monastic life: “For then are they truly monks

when they live by the labor of their hands, as did our fathers

and the apostles.” But Benedict’s monks, like Herodotus

and Cicero, did not work for wages, and the redemption of

that lowest order of labor had to await the Reformation and

Luther’s preaching that the work you found yourself doing

had been ordained for you by God, a thesis that turned all

work into vocatio, a term that had previously applied only to

labor within the Catholic Church.

Further refinements have since come thanks to a host of

strange bedfellows, from Calvin, whose followers viewed

work through the belief that earthly prosperity suggested

that one was destined for eternal prosperity; to Marx, who
argued that vocatio would only blossom when workers

themselves controlled production based on their needs;

to the current best-selling Do What You Are: Discover the

Perfect Career For You Through the Secrets ofPersonality Type,

which posits that immaculate careers can be plotted based

on a study of your position within the “four basic human

temperaments.”

As reductionist theories of work go, I favor Benedict’s

laborarae est orare or John Ruskin’s “Your art is to be the

praise of something that you love,” in which I substitute

“work” for “art,” hoping that they do in fact conjoin on

occasion.

Our story of James Balog’s creation of an artful work life

begins on page 16. BEN BIRNBAUM
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CAUSUS BELLI

In “Necessary Evil” (Spring 2013), Bishop

Robert W. McElroy mischaracterizes the

so-called doctrine of military preemption.

Preemption does not involve “speculation

about possible attacks in future months

or years.” Preemption involves hitting an

opponent just before he hits you. No one

argued in 2003 that Iraq was getting ready

to attack the United States. The U.S. inter-

vention was an example of the strategy of

prevention-preventing Iraq from devel-

oping weapons of mass destruction that

could be used against its neighbors.

I would have welcomed instruction

on why Catholic doctrine holds that poli-

cymakers should let civilian populations

absorb a first blow that genuine preemp-

tion might have avoided.

James F. Miskel ’68

Vero Beach, Florida

Bishop McElroy’s article is the most bal-

anced, clear, and courageous piece I’ve

seen on this topic. It is not easy, or popu-

lar, to critique, in charity, the recent activi-

ties of our government as it wages war in

our name. And yet he makes the prophetic

proclamation with obvious regard for

those who serve, and with a respectful

acknowledgement that pacifism is unlikely

to be a civic model for addressing all con-

flicts.

Robert B. Murray 7 1

Braintree, Massachusetts

Bishop McElroy reminded us that the

U.S. bishops have seen war as “a moral

question” that “if left unexplored ... can

erode the soul of a society." In the book

Treating Young Veterans, fellow alumna

Anne O’Dwyer ’87, Ph.D.’96, and I

described our recent study of Iraq War

veterans, in which we found cognitive dis-

sonance among those who perpetrated or

witnessed killings. They recognized hav-

ing transgressed their moral and religious

upbringing at the behest of policies that

civilians may prefer to leave “unexplored.”

The bishops would likely agree that the

soaring rate ofveteran suicides is how we

measure the erosion of our society’s soul.

Wayne Klug, PhD. ’94

Pittsfield, Massachusetts

The author is a professor of psychology at

Berkshire Community College.

REAL NUMBERS
Re “Subway Series,” by Dave Denison

(Spring 2013): I had the good fortune to

present my research at two Green Line

Macro meetings. Not only did I receive

insightful feedback, but I also experienced

the dynamics of a real seminar, with a

large crowd oftop-notch researchers gath-

ered in the same room.

Matteo Cacciatore, PhD.’lO

Montreal, Canada

The author is an assistant professor ofeco-

nomics at FlEC Montreal.

The Green Line seminar gave me the

opportunity to present the first chapter of

my Ph.D. thesis in front ofsome of the top

economists in the Boston area. I received

helpful and substantive comments that

improved the quality ofmy work (leading

eventually to an academic publication).

Moreover, the presentation helped me to

establish connections with leading experts

in my field.

Giuseppe Fiori, Ph.D. ’09

Olbia, Italy

CONTINUING EDUCATION
Re “Value Proposition,” by Ben Birnbaum

(Spring 2013): In addition to the author’s

Top 10 "cultural creations,” may I add my
own (in no particular order)? They are

espionage novels, the Boston Red Sox,

peanut butter, Natalie Dessay’s singing,

gin martinis, the 80-yard chip shot in golf,

holy hours of adoration, Meryl Streep’s

acting, Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony,

theater plays, the Modern Jazz Quartet’s

“Summertime.” Actually—my Top 1 1.

Bill Bond ’52

Bonita Springs, Florida
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FANFARE
Re “On the Big Stage,” by Jane Whitehead

(Spring 2013): Performing with the

Boston College Symphony Orchestra in

the cello section at Symphony Hall was

an incredible experience. A concert hall

of that caliber and with such a rich history

demands the finest playing, and I believe

the Orchestra and Chorale rose to the

occasion.

Stephen Loverde ’15

Centereach, New York

I wasn’t planning to do it, but I was not

able to relax until I had given a fist bump
to everyone in the Chorale before we went

out on stage. It’s a traditon before every

concert, so I figured, “Why should this one

be any different?”

When I gave the final fist bump and

went on stage myself, I had a briefmoment

to reflect on what a privilege it was to

perform with such wonderful and diverse

people. I would not have wanted to be in

Symphony Hall with anyone else.

Mark Hertenstein ’14

Ramer, Alabama

Re “For Others,” by Jeremy Rosenberg

(Spring 2013): On April 13, my wife,

Donna Quakers ’71, and I joined several

hundred fellow alumni at Conte Forum

to prepare food packages for shipment to

Burkina Faso. Our principal job was to fill

plastic bags with rice and various added

vitamins and nutrients, and to do this both

quickly and without depositing much on

the floor. We all worked in teams of four,

with the ages of participants ranging

from children in single digits up to a few

octogenarians, and, to keep the work

interesting, we rotated the various jobs.

It was a morning well spent.

Mark Dullea ’62, P’89

Peabody, Massachusetts

BENEFITS PLAN
Re “Peer Power,” by Jane Whitehead

(Spring 2013): It’s one thing to talk to

your friends about important matters,

and it’s an entirely different thing to talk

to people you may not have met before

about nutrition, relationship violence, and

alcohol-related habits. For a peer health

coach teaching a program or giving a

private one-on-one consultation, there

is a delicate balance in remaining profes-

sional and empathetic at the same time.

I’ve talked to students about their lack of

sleep, their future career goals, and, almost

always, their desire to reduce stress. The

best part ofbeing a health coach is know-

ing that you’ve become a resource to your

fellow students.

Anna Trilleras ’14

Easton, Massachusetts

MAPQUEST
Re “On Any Given Thursday,” photo-

graphed by Lee Pellegrini (Spring 2013):

The two-page view of the exterior of

Stokes Hall offers a great look at the latest

addition to the Chestnut Hill Campus.

But for readers who live far from Boston,

how about a map that shows us where

the new building is located?

Yale Richmond ’43

Washington, D.C.

Editor’s note: We hope this bird’s-eye view of

the Middle Campus orients readers.

DISCOVERY
Re “A Bit of Here Over There,” by Ciara

Kenny (Spring 2013): All Boston College

retreats have periods set aside for private

reflection between scheduled events.

Usually they involve settling down in a

quiet corner of a room to write in your

journal while relaxing music plays in the

background. Outpost, however, was dif-

ferent.

In my first free period I went exploring

outside the main lodge and came upon a

herd of sheep grazing in a pasture. The

next day a couple of fellow retreaters and I

spent a free period climbing a hill in front

of the lodge. When we crested the hilltop

and looked back, we discovered that the

retreat center had disappeared from view.

We were surrounded on all sides by a

seemingly endless field of grass.

I sat down and began to write in my
journal.

Matthew Palazzolo ’13,JD’16

Sandwich, Massachusetts

ROOTS
We all need to “hear the singing” of author

Richard Rodriguez in “Because” (Spring

2013). He is calling us to thoughtful intro-

spection regarding our nation’s immigra-

tion policies and procedures.

John F. Masero P’10

San Pedro, California

MISSION STATEMENT
Re “Intelligent Life,” by Nathan Hatch

(Winter 2013): As a Latter-Day Saint leav-

ing home for college, I was looking for

a new experience that still fit within the

religious and moral values that I cherish.

Hatch’s article perfectly explained the edu-

cational experience I had on the Heights.

I hope the University continues to stress

the liberal arts and morality, and to turn

out graduates who are men and women
for others.

Jillaire (Wangsgard) McMillan ’00, MA’01

San Jose, California

Corrections and Amplifications: Jonathan

Hoddenbagh, afourth-year Ph.D. candidate

in economics and a participant in the Green

Line Macro Meeting (“Subway Series’’),

wrote to say that his researchfocus, which was

described in the spring BCM as “monetary

policies in an international context,” actually

covers both monetary andfiscal policy. Also:

The complete Sesquicentennial Concert at

Symphony Hall in Boston may now be viewed

at Front Row via www.bc.edu/bcm. And: The

photograph on page six of the Spring 2013

issue was taken by Caitlin Cunningham.

BCM welcomes letters from readers.

Letters may be edited for length and clarity,

and must be signed to be published. Our

fax number is (617) 552-2441; our e-mail

address is bcm(a)bc.edu.
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The University celebrated its 137th

Commencement on May 20, awarding

degrees to 2,199 undergraduates and

1,355 graduate students. Enda Kenny,

prime minister of Ireland, addressed

the Class of 2013 and was awarded an

honorary Doctor ofLaws degree. Other

honorands included Wayne Budd ’63,

former U.S. attorney and member of the

University’s Board of Trustees; Mary

Lou DeLong NC’71, recently retired

University Secretary; Cornelia Kelley

NC’69, headmaster emerita of Boston

Latin School; and James A. Woods, SJ,

’54, M.A.T.’61, S.T.B.’ 62, founding dean

and namesake of the University’s Woods

College of Advancing Studies. )f( Claire

Geruson '13, an elementary education

and theology major from the Lynch

School of Education, received the Edward

H. Finnegan, SJ, Memorial Award, the

University’s highest undergraduate honor,

given to the student who best exemplifies

the motto, “Ever to Excel.” XV On May

21, red construction fencing went up

around the Gasson Quad—the open area

framed by Gasson, Lyons, Devlin, and

Fulton halls—as workers began a summer-

long renovation of the space, to include a

new grade, new plantings (the large linden

at the southern corner, in front of Lyons

Hall, will be spared), and new pathways

that will link O’Neill Plaza and Stokes

Hall. )f( On the north side of Gasson,

the lawn outside Bapst Library was the

setting for Gladiator Day, a project for

students in the classical studies class

Ancient Athletics. Students chose a char-

acter from the Roman spectacles and fash-

ioned costumes and backstories to match.

There was arena-style combat for those

willing to sign a liability form. Three

undergraduate journals published new

editions: Dianoia (philosophy), Al Noor

(Middle Eastern and Islamic studies), and

the Laughing Medusa (women’s literature

and arts). Articles included, respectively,

“Free Will as a Natural Law in a Mechanist

World,” “China’s Uyghurs: Insecurity and

Instability,” and “Never Trust Anyone

Who Drives a White Hummer.” XV The

25th anniversary Wall Street Council

tribute dinner was held at the Waldorf

Astoria hotel in New York City. More

than 1,000 attendees, including council

cofounder Geoffrey T. Boisi ’69, P’l 1,

who was honored with the President’s

Medal for Excellence, raised $2.7 million

for the Presidential Scholars Program.

After five months and seven cities, the

Sesquicentennial service project "150 On

the Road,” which prepared ready-to-cook

meals for shipment to Burkina Faso, con-

cluded in Chicago on June 15 with some

2,000 volunteers in all having packed a

total of 451,077 meals. )f( A team of sci-

entists from Boston College and Nagoya

University has synthesized a new form

of carbon. According to Lawrence Scott,

Louise and Jim Vanderslice and Family

Professor of Chemistry, “Our new grossly

warped nanographene is dramatically

more soluble than a planar nanogrphene

of comparable size.” )f( Boston College

4 B CM •> SUMMER 2OI3



play ball— On July 17, Nancy Stolze '14 (left) readies campers for dodge ball in Campus Recreation's summer day program on the Flynn Rec Plex out-

door basketball court. Camp BC Rec hosts 50 neighborhood children and offspring of faculty and staff, ages seven to 12. Its motto? "Ever to Excel."

topped a ranking of “The 40 Most Popular

American Universities on Instagram,”

with (a)bostoncollege beating out the

offering of the University ofWisconsin,

Madison. Having distributed 7,000

LED lightbulbs to students and replaced

700 refrigerators across campus, among

other moves that helped save more

than 4 million kilowatt hours last year,

the University was declared a 2013

“state champion” by Northeast Energy

Efficiency Partnerships. )f( Joseph

Manning T4 was among 50 awardees

nationally of a Udall Scholarship, recog-

nizing commitment to an environmental

career. W Twenty-two undergraduates

received Fulbright Scholarships, for

work and study in Germany, Jordan,

Mexico, the Philippines, and Turkey,

among other destinations. In more news

from the foreign desk, five undergradu-

ates were awarded Benjamin A. Gilman

International Scholarships, which will

fund study in Ecuador, France, South

Africa, and Scotland; and two students

received U.S. State Department Critical

Language Scholarships (for study in

Suzhow, China, and Kazan, Russia).

)ft Rantsports.com called the Boston

College Eagles football team the “sur-

prise darlings” of college football recruit-

ing for 2014. W Mathematics profes-

sor Solomon Friedberg was appointed

the James P. McIntyre Professor of

Mathematics, and chemistry professor

Udayan Mohanty was named a fellow of

Britain’s Royal Society of Chemistry.

W Fellow chemistry professor and vice

provost for research Larry McLaughlin

and his restored 1954 Austin Healy

M- 100 traveled (separately) to Italy to

compete in the Mille Miglia, a 1,000-mile

rally for vintage autos manufactured

between 1927 and 1957. The car was side-

lined in Rome with a broken left rear axle

after 670 miles. )f( Seamus Connolly,

Sullivan-Artist-in-Residence at the Center

for Irish Programs was among nine recipi-

ents of a 2013 National Endowment for

the Arts National Heritage Fellowship.

Zach Braff, star of Garden State and

Scrubs, took the stage at Robsham Theater

to host the Baldwin Film Awards.

“Conscious,” written and directed by

James Pettigrew ’13, was the overall win-

ner. Digest was not invited to the gala

after-party thrown by the Heights. )f(

At its season-ending meeting, the men’s

crew team christened two racing sculls

in honor of Denis Moran, SJ, former

member of the theater department, and

T. Frank Kennedy, SJ, director of the Jesuit

Institute of Boston College. Fr. Kennedy,

who describes himself as a “totally unath-

letic Jesuit,” blessed the boats.

—Thomas Cooper

photograph: Lee Pellegrini SUMMER 2013 BCM 5



Trekkers (from center right) Derek Switaj '15, Sacha Ramjit '15, and Bagnani meet a MEST team.

Out of Africa
By William Bole

Taking entrepreneurial inspiration from a trek to Ghana

O n a late Tuesday afternoon in April,

the management class Technology

and Economic Development features a

guest lecture by Nathan Cooke, cofound-

er of Sanergy, a startup company in

Cambridge, Massachusetts, with a mission

to bring “sustainable sanitation” to devel-

oping countries. After showing images of

slum dwellers in Nairobi dumping waste

into open wooden barrels and streams,

Cooke, a slender young man with close-

cropped hair, outlines the company’s busi-

ness model, which involves franchising

pay-per-use toilets to local entrepreneurs,

then collecting and converting the waste

into fertilizer and electricity. The 21 stu-

dents, mostly sophomores and juniors,

question him intently. Will Sanergy’s reve-

nue come largely from selling the recycled

waste? (Yes, Cooke says.) How many tons

ofwaste will it take before the two-year-

old company becomes profitable? (Far

more than are now collected.)

Welcome to the class known informally

as “Tech Trek Ghana,” offered for the first

time this past spring in the Carroll School

ofManagement (CSOM) and taught by

associate professor John Gallaugher, a

technology specialist.

Like a popular Gallaugher course called

Tech Trek West, which follows class-

room lectures with a week-long trip to

Silicon Valley and visits to Google, Apple,

Facebook, and other iconic technology

firms, this trek will take students to West

Africa to study technology enterprises in

Ghana, which has one of the world’s fast-

est growing economies. A number of the

companies the class will study are engaged

in social entrepreneurship, aiming to make

money through ventures that address

pressing social issues such as poverty. A
quarter of Ghana’s population still lives

below the international poverty line of

$1.25 per day.

“I don’t want students to approach

these [social] issues with rose-colored

glasses,” says Gallaugher. It’s “really chal-

lenging” to build companies that “sustain

themselves with their own profits.”

Class meetings in Fulton Hall run from

4:30 to 6:50 p.m. once a week, beginning

in March. Usually in the first hour and a

half, the students hear from entrepreneurs

whose companies they’re studying; after

a break, class members deliver presen-

tations on other Ghanaian companies

whose leaders will address the class over

the coming weeks and on firms the group

will visit in Ghana. Gallaugher, generally

seated at the back of the room, helps steer

the discussions.

Christina Tamer, marketing and

research manager at Invested Develop-

ment, an investment management firm

with offices in Boston and Nairobi, gave

the first guest talk on a snowy day in mid-

March. Tamer, who looked scarcely older

than the students (she’s a 201
1
graduate

of the University of Massachusetts,

Boston, and received her MBA there in

May), spoke about “impact investing,”

a subset of social entrepreneurship in

which investors provide venture capital

“to generate measurable social and envi-

ronmental impact alongside a financial

return.” Among other projects, Invested

Development is funding the production

of high-efficiency, low-cost wind turbines

for households and villages beyond the

reach of a reliable grid. “When the sun

goes down,” Tamer said, “you can’t keep

your store open. You can’t study.” Many

Africans use kerosene lamps, but these are

unsafe and unsustainable, she explained.

Two student presentations followed.

Sarah Dunnagan, the only graduate student

in the class (taking MBA classes at night

and working for a consulting group by

day), offered cultural pointers for the trip

to Africa. She noted, for instance, that if a

female student extends a hand upon meet-

ing a Muslim man, the man, for religious

reasons, might not reciprocate. Following

Dunnagan, Michael Lapointe T4 shared

his research on Sproxil, a five-year-old,

Cambridge-based company trying to curb

a developing-world epidemic of counterfeit

prescription drugs.

Sproxil’s founder and CEO, Ashifi

Gogo, a 30-something Ph.D. engineer

from Dartmouth College, with rimless,

wire-frame glasses and the build of a line-

backer, joined the class the following week.

6 B CM SUMMER 2OI3 photograph: John Gallaugher



Gogo, a Ghanaian native, cited a widely

published estimate—700,000 lives lost

annually due to fake malaria and tuber-

culosis drugs. The fatalities are caused by

contaminants—from chalk dust to rat

poison—used to make the counterfeits.

Gogo described the Sproxil solution:

Consumers scratch the label off their drug

packaging to reveal a verification code,

which they type into a free text message.

In seconds they receive a reply telling

them whether or not the drug is real.

Using Sproxil, consumers in Africa and

India have tested the authenticity of their

medicines 4.7 million times in the past

two years, according to the company web-

site. The procedure works, Gogo noted,

because mobile phones are nearly ubiqui-

tous in Africa. His startup—which makes

its money from fees paid by legitimate

pharmaceutical companies—is profitable.

IN THE SPRING OF 2012, GALLAUGHER
received an email from Kevin Schuster

’ll. Schuster is a business development

fellow at Meltwater Entrepreneurial

School ofTechnology, or MEST, a

launching pad for young entrepreneurs

in Ghana's capital, Accra. Each year

MEST accepts 25 recent graduates of

top Ghanaian universities into a two-

year training program, and Schuster was

inquiring about readings in technology

that Gallaugher might recommend to

share with MEST students. The econom-

ics major had never met Gallaugher but

knew him as Boston College’s “go-to tech

guru,” he said in an interview.

The two got together in Chestnut Hill

last summer, and the question arose: “Why

not do a Tech Trek to Africa?”

Less than a year later, on May 1 9, 20 1 3,

Gallaugher and his 21 students (accompa-

nied by Elizabeth Strock Bagnani, a lectur-

er in accounting) flew to Accra, where they

stayed at a hotel on the outskirts of the

capital, about five minutes from MEST.

At MEST’s two-story, pale-blue

stucco main building, groups of four or

five Boston College students took part

in workshops aimed at developing busi-

ness plans initiated by teams ofMEST
students. One venture, called Troxki,

involved an app that determines reason-

able fares for taxis, in a country where

haggling before riding is common. Ashley

Macaulay ’14 said she spoke with the

team about possibly adapting the idea to

the United States, where cabs tend to be

metered. For example, the app could be

tweaked to find a Thai restaurant that’s

less than a five-dollar cab ride away, mak-

ing it possible to generate advertising

revenue from commercial establishments.

A finance major, Macaulay said the work-

shop gave her a glimpse into how “the

environment drives innovation,” how a

local need (negotiating cab fares) can give

rise to a new product on the global market.

The Boston College students returned

to the MEST campus several times during

the week for panel discussions and meals

with MEST students. When not at MEST,

the CSOM contingent visited companies

such as Sproxil whose leaders had visited

them in Chestnut Hill. The group also

toured local offices of firms with familiar

names like GE and Google.

Lapointe, who had visited Google’s

international headquarters as part of

the Tech Trek to Silicon Valley in 2012,

was struck by the long game that Google

Ghana is playing. “It’s all about establish-

ing markets, getting people online so they

can make money in the future,” he said

in a telephone call after returning to the

United States from Accra.

On the third full day of their trip, the

students toured sub-Saharan Africa’s first

laptop and mobile phone assembly plant,

in Accra (crossing paths with potential

investors from Emirates National Bank

of Dubai). The next day, they met with

Herman Chinery-Hesse, known as “the

Bill Gates of Africa,” in his second-floor

office at SOFTtribe, the software develop-

ment company he founded 19 years ago.

Reflecting on the trip after their

return, the trekkers remarked on the

entrepreneurial vitality they saw in

Ghana. Macaulay, who fives in Duxbury,

Massachusetts, but grew up in Nigeria and

South Africa, was struck by the “leapfrog-

ging technology”—banking transactions

conducted with cellphones, for instance, in

places where banks never existed. Ariam

Tesfai T 5, a Maryland native whose par-

ents emigrated from Eritrea, and whose

concentrations are marketing, manage-

ment, and leadership, said the combined

classwork and trip gave her a larger

appreciation of a phrase often heard at the

Carroll School: "In a globalized world, all

countries are relevant.”

Garza steps down

After eight years of service to Boston College, Cutberto Garza stepped down from

his position as Provost and Dean of Faculties on June 30. Following a year's study

leave, he will become University Professor in September 2014.

During his tenure, Garza worked to bolster the University's research capability

and academic standing. From 2005 to 2012, research funding from external sources

rose from S38 million to $51. 5 million, and the University's U.5. News and World

Report ranking climbed from 37 to 31. The number of full-time faculty increased by

38. "Bert helped to recruit some of our best young faculty, strengthen our student

advisement system, and improve our faculty tenure process," said University

President William P. Leahy, SJ, “and I look forward to his continued contribution

as University Professor."

Prior to his arrival at Boston College, Garza served as Cornell University's vice

provost (1998-2000) and director of its Division of Nutritional Sciences (1988-98,

2003-05). The San Diego, Texas, native received his N\D (1973) from Baylor College

of Medicine and Ph.D. (1976) in nutrition and food science from MIT. Garza serves

on the technical advisory boards of a number of organizations, including the National

Academy of Sciences, the World Health Organization, and the World Food Program.

In April, the American Society for Nutrition named him a fellow, its top honor.

Fr. Leahy has named Joseph F. Quinn, the James P. McIntyre Professor of

Economics, to serve as interim provost until the University completes a national

search for Garza's successor. —Zak Jason
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Lynch School graduate student Wenxiao Sun, at the Conversation Partners lunch.

Ghat lines
By Jane Whitehead

A University program helps graduate students from abroad

cultivate the art of casual conversation (in English)

T he students who gather for lunch

in the Heights Room on Monday,

April 29, hail from China, South Korea,

Chile, and Germany, but their conversa-

tion is limited to English—by decree. The

meal marks the annual conclusion of the

Conversation Partners Program (CPP),

a three-and-a-half-year-old initiative that

pairs international graduate students with

members of the Boston College commu-

nity for English conversation and cultural

exchange. Since the beginning of October,

a hundred twosomes have been meeting

weekly, on and off campus, to discuss

subjects of their choosing, from politics to

pop culture.

At one of six round tables, over chicken

with caprese salad, talk turns to the way

English speakers struggle with Chinese

names. Corey Potter, a student in the mas-

ter’s program for mental health counseling

at the Lynch School of Education (LSOE),

scribbles on a cocktail napkin to show

how she remembers the first name ofher

conversation partner and fellow LSOE
student, Wenxiao Sun. “When-see-yow,”

she writes. Sun laughs. Through CPP, Sun

and Potter have bonded over shopping,

sushi, dim sum, pizza, and movies, includ-

ing most recently, Lincoln and Oz the Great

and Powerful. “What does this mean?”

Potter quizzes Sun, raising crossed fingers.

“Good luck, wish me luck,” says Sun, “and

ifyou do it behind your back, you he!”

The subject offood sparks lively dis-

cussion. Xiaohang Wei, also known as

Penny, who is about to graduate front the

one-year master’s in accounting program

at the Carroll School ofManagement

(CSOM), recounts how she invited Tessa

Peoples T6 to Boston’s Chinatown for

dim sunt. Peoples, an English major from

Pennsylvania, enjoyed the watermelon

juice, but admits she didn’t care much

for the chicken feet. “It’s a good chance

to observe different table manners,” says

Wei, noting that “Tessa likes to cut things

into pieces and eat one by one,” whereas

the Chinese way is to pick up the whole

piece offood with chopsticks and take

bites. Wei was also thrilled to receive a

"thank-you” note from Peoples afterward,

something she’d only read about.

OF THE IOO INTERNATIONAL STU-

dents enrolled in CPP for the 2012-13

academic year, 72 were from China, 22

from other parts of Asia, and the remain-

der from South America, Africa, Europe,

and the Middle East. The number of

Chinese students entering Boston College

graduate programs in the last decade has

tripled (73 in 2002-03, compared with

228 in 2012-13). This increase accords

with a national trend: The Chronicle of

Higher Education reports that during

the last six years the number of Chinese

attending all American colleges almost

doubled, to 200,000.

Assistant Dean Adrienne Nussbaum,

who directs the Office of International

Students and Scholars (OISS), launched

CPP in January 2010 after conducting a

survey of the support systems for inter-

national graduate students at 13 schools,

including Tufts, Harvard, and Brown

universities, and the University of Notre

Dame. “The conversation partners idea

came up at numerous schools,” says

Nussbaum, as a way ofimproving student

confidence and performance in situations

ranging from class projects to job inter-

views.

The University’s graduate schools

“strongly supported” the creation of CPP,

Nussbaum adds. CSOM, for example,

had 167 international graduate students

enrolled in four programs in 2012-13,

and some of them, notably those in the

one-year master’s in accounting program,

begin having job interviews early in their

studies.

According to Nussbaum, international

graduate students often have difficulty

meeting Americans, or even other mem-

bers of the Boston College community,

so CPP invites volunteer participation not

only from English-speaking students

—

undergraduate and graduate—but also

from faculty and staff. Twenty-one of

the 100 English-speakers participating

in 2012-13 were either University staff
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members or faculty. Ellen Zamecnik-

Bowley, an administrator in Student

Services, signed up for CPP when it

started. Her first conversation partner was

Taeuk Moon, JD’12, from South Korea.

In weekly meetings over nearly two and a

half years, they talked about travel, educa-

tion, and food; analyzed the differences

between baseball in South Korea and

America; and even took their families to

Fenway Park for a Red Sox game. Moon
went on to the accounting firm Ernst &
Young and is now enrolled in the tax LLM
program at Georgetown Law School,

but the two remain in touch. Zamecnik-

Bowley says of her current partner, Chen-

Yu Pan, a Ph.D. candidate in economics

from Taiwan, the weekly hour “goes by

too fast.”

CPP KICKS OFF EACH YEAR WITH A

late September orientation session at

which Nussbaum and members of the

OISS staff set out the program’s expecta-

tions. They offer guidance on establishing

ground rules (who pays for coffee or meals

if the partners go out, for instance) and on

handling cultural differences (the defini-

tion of punctuality is often an issue). “We

talk about boundaries quite a bit,” says

Nussbaum. For example, it’s important

to be clear that conversation partners are

not tutors and are not expected to correct

papers or homework. The commitment is

for a minimum of one hour’s conversation

every week throughout the academic year.

Both partners fill out an informal survey at

the program’s start (to identify their goals

for the coming year of conversation) and

at the finish (to assess progress).

Martin Bernales, a Ph.D. candidate in

philosophy, moved to the Boston area

from Chile with his wife and five young

children in November 2012, and he’s been

meeting weekly with George King ’70,

an administrator in the Boston College

libraries since 1994. According to King,

their conversations have ranged over New
England’s weather, “jobs we’ve done,

family histories, American culture, and

Thoreau.”

“I’m curious about everything,” says

Bernales. “When the weather is good, we

take a walk, like Plato and Aristotle.”

Jane Whitehead is a Boston-based writer.

Memorandum
TO: The Class of 2013

FROM: Alicia Munnell, Director, Center for Retirement Research

RE: Retirement

As you graduate and set off on your exciting journey, let me offer you

some advice about the last thing on your mind— your retirement. Yours

will not be as easy as your grandparents', many of whom received life-

time benefits from pension plans as well as generous Social Security. But

it will be easier than what your parents have to negotiate in a changing

retirement landscape— reductions in Social Security and a shift from tra-

ditional pensions to 401(l<) plans. Plus they got hit by the financial crisis.

Unlike your parents, you will know the rules of your retirement sys-

tem from the first day you start work. It will consist of two parts— Social

Security and 401(l<) plans. Full Social Security benefits will be available

at 67; higher benefits available at 70. Accumulations in your 401(l<) plans

will depend on how much you put in, how you invest your money, and

how long you have it invested. In short, you are in a roll-your-own retire-

ment world.

Here are four things to do so that, when you end the career you are

just beginning, you will have enough money to enjoy yourself.

1. Plan on a long work life. Even if you retire at 70, you should have

at least 20 years of retirement. And it should be easy to work for a long

time because you have a wonderful education and will find fascinating

things to do.

2. Remember Albert Einstein. He was right: "Compound interest is

the eighth wonder of the world." That means that you want to join your

company's 401(l<) plan as soon as you can. Put in as much as you can and

do not take it out— for a car or a vacation—when you change jobs.

3. Invest smart. Fees can eat up a lot of your investment returns. Pay-

ing an additional one percent can reduce your pile at retirement by 20

percent. Stick with index funds—funds that follow the broad market— as

opposed to actively managed funds. You will minimize fees and come out

way ahead.

4. Learn to value the Social Security program. It will be there for

you, and you will appreciate what it provides when you retire. Benefits

will not be as generous as they were for your grandparents or parents.

But you can make up for the reduction by retiring later than they did.

Co forth and have a lovely life. Do good things and make yourself and

those around you happy. And follow these four pieces of advice. You will

thank me when you are 70.
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Higgins lawn, May 16, from 3:06 to 3:13 p.m.: Photography editor Gary Wayne Gilbert took 20 adjacent

shots of the assembly and later wove the images into one seamless picture. © For an interactive version

of this portrait that affords close-ups of every face, go to Full Story at www.bc.edu/bcm.
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Andrew Ireland, outside his summer office building.

Civic works
By William Bole

Supporting the public-service internship

I
n late May, Samantha Koss ’14 began

a 10-week internship at the U.S.

embassy in The Hague, Netherlands,

expecting to do research as assigned and

otherwise assist embassy staff. She didn’t

realize the embassy was shorthanded.

And so, about once a week, she found

herself walking or riding her bike to

the Dutch foreign or defense ministry

for a demarche (defined in the diction-

ary as a “diplomatic representation”).

Accompanied by a career foreign service

officer on each occasion, Koss would

engage in discussion of a U.S. policy posi-

tion with a Dutch counterpart. Details are

classified, but she can say the meetings

dealt with matters ranging from Iran’s

nuclear program to the melting Arctic

ice cap. Koss usually had several days to

get up to speed on an issue before the

demarche session. "It’s diplomacy, basical-

ly,” says the international relations major.

For Koss—who aspires to the diplo-

matic corps and plans to take the notori-

ously difficult Foreign Service Officer Test

in October—it was her dream internship.

Just weeks before she was to leave for The

Hague, however, reality intruded. “I didn’t

have the financial means to come out here

and work for free. It wasn’t going to hap-

pen,” Koss recalled with a doleful shake

of the head during a Skype interview in

July. She spoke from the four-bedroom

house (a minimalist cube-shaped structure

owned by the State Department) that

she shared rent-free with another female

embassy intern. The Abilene, Texas,

native did not start packing her bags until

mid-May when Boston College’s Clough

Center for the Study of Constitutional

Democracy awarded her one of its 20

Civic Internship Grants for this year.

Founded in 2008, the Clough Center

aims to provide undergraduate students

with opportunities to acquire “the skills

of civic engagement.” Over the past four

summers, the center has presented sti-

pends to 63 undergraduates for uncom-

pensated work in municipal, state, and

federal government offices (including

the courts) and in nonprofit service agen-

cies, both domestic and international.

(A similar Clough Center program under-

writes internships of Boston College

Law School students.)

Vlad Perju, the center’s director and

an associate professor of law, points out

that student interns in public service

fields rarely enjoy a paycheck. “It’s a big

problem,” says Perju, noting that, for the

many students who need to make and save

money in the summer, full-time unpaid

internships are “just not doable.” To quali-

fy for a Clough award, a student must line

up an internship before seeking the schol-

arship. Amounts have ranged from $900

to $4900, depending entirely on how long

the internship runs.

“I didn’t have too strong a Plan B,” says

Elizabeth Blesson T5, an award recipient

this summer. She adds that she probably

would have returned to her job of the

previous three summers, filing medi-

cal records at a Long Island, New York,

hospital. The Lynch School of Education

student went instead to the District of

Columbia Public Schools headquarters.

She helped coordinate job fairs for teach-

ers laid offbecause of school closings, and

she participated in a weekly seminar on

education reform and school leadership

offered to 80 summer interns.

A student’s academic record is a key

factor in deciding on a Clough award.

So is the nature of the internship, which

has to in some way foster what the Clough

Center mission statement describes as

“thoughtful reflection” on the opportuni-

ties and demands of constitutional gov-

ernment.

A think tank qualifies. Damian Mencini

’14 worked with the Transnational

Threats Project at the Center for Strategic

and International Studies, an indepen-

dent, nonpartisan research center in

Washington, D.C. Using news sources

such as A1 Jazeera television and the

English-language Libya Herald, Mencini,

who is from Denver, helped to track

the movements of jihadist groups in a

region spanning central Asia to North

Africa. “We call it the arc of instability,”

says Mencini, whose research will figure

in the project’s coming publications.
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Narintohn Luangrath ’14 spent her sum-

mer helping to track the worldwide move-

ment of migrants and asylum seekers, at

Georgetown University’s Institute for

the Study of International Migration. She

drafted background papers on the forced

migrations that followed crises such as the

2011 Libyan uprising.

Highly partisan activities, such as

political campaigning, do not qualify for

Clough internship support, but a respon-

sible position with an elected officeholder

does. In Trenton, New Jersey, Christopher

J.
Grimaldi ’15 aided Governor Chris

Christie “as a medium between the

Christie administration and the media,”

he said. The political science major’s

chief task was to draft press releases for

which he researched policy issues and

dug through the Republican governor’s

past speeches. Other Clough interns

assisted Democratic legislators from New
York, California, Massachusetts, Iowa,

Connecticut, and Texas, working either in

Washington or in district offices.

Six Clough students went to the

State Department—all (except Koss) in

Washington. In early June, military threats

emanated from Egypt—and that caused

Andrew Ireland ’14 to drop everything he

was doing at the department’s Office of

Conservation and Water. The threatened

target was Ethiopia, now building a dam

that Egyptian leaders say could hinder the

flow ofwater through the Nile into their

country. Ireland’s supervisor asked him

for a quick background paper on a confer-

ence in Cairo at which politicians spoke

incautiously ofbombing Ethiopia or arm-

ing its rebels. Within a day, he prepared a

three-and-a-half-page summary based on

press items retrieved from an unclassified

Central Intelligence Agency database.

On many other days, Ireland, a biol-

ogy major and international studies

minor, drafted memos on illegal traffick-

ing of tusks, horns, and fangs extracted

from endangered elephants, rhinos, and

tigers, mostly in Africa. His research

served as briefing material for higher-

ups. “The assistant secretary of state is

as high as I’ve seen it go,” he said, lifting

a hand above his head in a July inter-

view by Skype from his family home

in nearby Bethesda, Maryland. He was

speaking of Kerri-Ann Jones, head of

the department’s Bureau of Oceans and

International Environment and Scientific

Affairs. Ireland and 20 staff members in

his office met weekly with Jones.

Ecological concerns took Alexandra

Moscovitz T5 to the Dominican

Republic, where she interned for the non-

governmental Caribbean Sustainability

Institute. She had been there the previous

summer and, with a local potter, created

a gasification stove with an 18-inch-

high, oval-shaped ceramic chamber.

Gasification stoves run on crop waste

(seeds, leaves, and other residue) rather

than firewood that requires tree-cutting.

“We weren’t able to find another ceramic

gasification stove, so I think we made the

first,” she says, explaining that ceramic is

more durable than the metal often used

in stoves of this kind. Returning this

summer with assistance from the Clough

Center, Moscovitz helped dozens of

families swap out their inefficient conven-

tional fuel stoves for her environmentally

friendly ones.

Other Clough interns were Bridget

Manning T5 at Boston-based United

Planet, which links young people to

service opportunities abroad; Rebecca

Kim T5 at the Supply Education Group

in New York, which is piloting low-cost

private schools in developing-world

slums; and Daniel Ryan Cosgrove T6 at

the Bucks County, Pennsylvania, district

courthouse. In the fall, all will become

Clough Center Junior Fellows, with the

opportunity to attend Clough-sponsored

forums, meet with guest lecturers, and

participate in other activities that might

include contributing to the Clough

Undergraduate Journal of Constitutional

Democracy, published each spring.

The expectation, says Perju, is that

Clough Civic Interns will “bring their

experiences back to the campus” and con-

tribute to an environment of “thoughtful

and informed discussion about public mat-

ters.” But, he adds, the ultimate purpose

is to help nurture “the next generation of

leaders in the civic sphere.”

Jones named VP of student

affairs

Barbara Jones became Boston College's vice

president of student affairs on July 1, after serv-

ing, since 2008, in the same position at Miami

University of Ohio. The Division of Student

Affairs at Boston College contains Counseling

and Health Services, the Career Center, and the

offices of Residential Life, Student Programs,

and Graduate Student Life. It also includes

the Volunteer and Service Learning Center, the

Women's Resource Center, and the Office of the

Dean of Students.

Previously, Jones has served as director of student activities and organizations at

Minnesota State University, Mankato (1982-90); associate vice president for student

affairs at Ball State University (1990-2000); and assistant chancellor for student af-

fairs at the University of Wisconsin, Whitewater (2000-08).

During her time at Miami, the number of student organizations rose 28 percent,

and interactions between freshmen and their academic advisors increased 62 percent.

Student internship rates among the 15,000 undergraduates climbed 35 percent, and

the number of potential employers presenting at career fairs grew from 320 to 420.

The West Virginia native earned a BA in history and MS in student affairs at

Indiana University, Bloomington, and a Ph.D. in educational administration at the

University of Minnesota.

Jones succeeds Patrick Rombalski, who stepped down in December 2012 after

leading Student Affairs since spring 2008. —Zak Jason
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Foreign service
By Thomas Cooper

Meet the Garbers

Among the faculty and adminis-

trators presenting prizes at the

College of Arts and Sciences Awards

Ceremony each spring for the past 31

years have been two gentlemen whom
students likely didn’t recognize. Paul W.

Garber and Philip C. Garber are broth-

ers (Paul is older by five minutes), and on

Sunday, May 19, they were seated onstage

at Robsham Theater for the annual cer-

emony in their capacity as the Honorary

Consuls of the Republic of Chile.

Honorary Consuls are a common
part of the diplomatic infrastructure in

many cities. Appointed, but serving as

volunteers (the Garbers’ office is a subter-

ranean room in their Brighton home), the

brothers process visa applications and

legal documents such as birth and death

certificates, and otherwise “offer bread-

and-butter support for people coming

from or going to Chile,” says Philip. The

Garbers joined the diplomatic fraternity in

1974, their acquaintance with Chile dat-

ing to 1968, when Paul, then a Lieutenant

Commander in the U.S. Navy, was posted

to Santiago as an advisor to Chile's navy.

Paul now holds the title Gran Oficial

de la Orden del Libertador (“Grand

Officer of the Order of the Liberator”).

His diplomatic duty at Robsham was to

present the Andres Bello Award, “given

to a senior who has excelled in Spanish,"

as the program noted. For the occasion,

he wore a replica of the formal uniform

of a 19th-century Chilean diplomat

—

a navy-blue tailcoat trimmed in gold

braid and dark trousers with a matching

gold stripe down the leg. He had com-

missioned the outfit from an image in a

Chilean book on consular law and prac-

tice. (The full uniform includes a plumed

bicorne, which he rarely dons.) Philip,

Comendador [Commander] de la Orden

del Libertador, dressed in a dark modern-

day suit, presented the Princess Grace of

Monaco Award (’’given to a senior who

has excelled in French”). Both men wore

the hefty golden Grand Cross Star of the

Order of Bernardo O’Higgins on red and

blue ribbons around their necks. Named
after the 19th-century independence

fighter, the medal is Chile’s highest civilian

honor bestowed on foreigners.

Paul (“I’m the one with the Joseph P.

Kennedy glasses. I’m older and wiser, but

Philip is bigger and computer-competent”)

and his twin both earned their bachelor’s

degrees at Harvard University in 1956,

followed, in 1961, by juris doctorates from

Harvard Law School. For 5
1
years they

practiced law—at Garber & Garber, in

Boston—focusing on commercial and real

estate matters. By avocation, they are col-

lectors—ofmaritime art, books on Judaica

and American history, and oriental art, to

name a few enthusiasms—and modest phi-

lanthropists. “Philip and I are into educa-

tion,” says Paul. “That’s where we donate

what little we can give.” They have donated

books to Harvard museums, a scholarship

to Regis College, and artwork and 500 vol-

umes on Chile to Boston College’s Burns

Library. They also have established a fund

at the O’Neill Library to purchase books in

the field of international studies.

Their link to Boston College came

about through a mix of neighborhood

spirit and international diplomacy. In the

early 1980s, the chair of the Romance lan-

guages department, Vera Lee, approached

various members of the Boston consular

community to ask for support of Grey cliff

Hall, then the University’s language resi-

dence, home to some three dozen French

and Spanish language students. The

Garbers contributed pieces of furniture

and, through a client in the restaurant sup-

ply business, arranged for donations of

equipment to furnish the kitchen. “It was

a professional affair by the time we fin-

ished,” says Paul. With that project com-

pleted, then-President
J.
Donald Monan,

SJ, asked the brothers if they would con-

sider some other contribution.

The Garbers decided to create the

Bello Award, in honor of Andres Bello

(1781-1865), whom Paul calls “the great-

est polymath of Latin America in the 1 9th

century.” A poet, jurist, legislator, philolo-

gist, and the founder of the University

of Chile, Bello was also a diplomat both

for his native Venezuela and his adopted

Chile. The Princess Grace prize was devel-

Philip Garber (left) and Paul Garber, with Goetz and Vale: "The kiss was for the French prize."
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oped by Helene Day, honorary consul in

Boston for the Principality of Monaco; she

gained approval from Monaco’s Prince

Rainer to honor his wife, who had died the

year before (in 1982).

To endow the awards, the Garbers

contributed their own funds and, with

Day, organized benefit performances at

Robsham, including one by the Chilean

folk musicians Los Huasos Quincheros.

The two awards, each now accompanied

by a $700 check, were first presented in

1983, with Day handing out the Princess

Grace award and Paul the Bello prize. In

2009, Philip assumed responsibility for

presenting the Princess Grace award.

In all, the University this year named

72 undergraduates, mostly seniors, to

receive 57 awards, from The Frank
J.

Bailey Sr. Award (established by his

daughter Kathleen Bailey, lecturer in

political science, for a student with “a

distinguished academic record in the

field of Middle Eastern and Islamic stud-

ies”) to the Max Wainer Award (created

by Anneliese K. Wainer, Ph.D.’72, in

honor of her husband and given to “the

senior who is deemed the outstanding

student in Classics”). Philip preceded

Paul (for once), awarding the Bello prize

to Patrick Vale, an international stud-

ies and Hispanic studies double major

from Mansfield, Massachusetts, who will

spend the next year serving with the Jesuit

Volunteer Corps in Portland, Oregon.

The French award went to Mary Goetz

of Minneapolis. Goetz, a major in French

and English, also received the William A.

Kean ’35 Memorial Award, given by James

Kean ’40, MA’47, in honor of his brother

to an outstanding English major (present-

ed by English professor Suzanne Matson).

Goetz will pursue a master’s degree at the

Columbia School of Journalism.

When Paul Garber handed Goetz the

envelope containing the Princess Grace

prize, he proffered a vigorous handshake

and a large smile—the standard protocol.

Then he bent and kissed the back of her

hand. As the crowd applauded, he told

her, “the handshake was for the English

award, the kiss was for the French prize.”

He turned her to face the audience, which

cheered again. That last maneuver, he said

later, was “so mom and dad could get a

good picture.”

Taking names:
the 2013 alumni directory

In June 1924, having achieved "1,600

living graduates," Boston College issued

its first alumni directory— a 135-page

book of names and addresses intended to

strengthen “bonds of loyalty and affection."

The next directory was published 50 years

later, and the book has appeared every five

years or so ever since, serving alumni maga-

zine editors seeking the home number of

Connecticut's teacher of the year, and also

useful to alumni in insurance sales looking

to kick-start a business relationship with

memories of the Holy Cross game. This

spring the Sesquicentennial edition— the

first since 2007— was born, weighing in at

6 pounds and 7 ounces, 2.4 inches thick, 1,894 pages long, and featuring 179,144

entries, from Rune Aabo '08 to Jaclyn Zywien '10.

Earliest (and oldest): Thomas D. Robinson '30, MA'32, P'61 (age 105).

Prevailing surnames: Sullivan (854), Murphy (740), Smith (603), O'Brien (452),

Kelly (408), McCarthy (407), Walsh (396), Ryan (364), Brown (324), Johnson (321).

Prevailing non-European surname: Kim (194).

Preferred states: Massachusetts (63,952), New York (13,408), Connecticut (7,802),

California (7,661), New Jersey (6,572).

Unpreferred states: Wyoming (48), Mississippi (45), South Dakota (44), North

Dakota (20).

One-alumnus nations: Albania, Anguilla, Armenia, Bangladesh, Barbados, Benin,

Bosnia and Herzegovina, British Virgin Islands, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroon,

Fiji, Georgia, Guyana, Iraq, Laos, Macau, Monaco, Montenegro, Mozambique,

Netherlands Antilles, Niger, Oman, Papua New Guinea, Paraguay, Saint Lucia,

Serbia, Sri Lanka, Syria, Wales.

Who knew?: Chris Brown '07, James Brown—graduating from the Lynch School in

1966 (and earning his M.Ed. two years later) apparently without anyone noticing—

Christine Brinkley '92, Gary Coleman '73, Anne Hathaway '76, Jennifer Lawrence '96,

John Mayer '72, and Jessica Sanchez '04.

Who knew II?: Arthur Miller '64, Scott Fitzgerald '91, James Joyce '74, Richard

Wright '95, William Faulkner '73, William Blake '06, Samuel Johnson '10, and his

classmate Matthew Arnold.

Car pools: Ford (84), Bentley (16), Lincoln (11), Dodge (8), Ferrari (8), Saab (3), Buick

(2), and one entry each for Audi, Chrysler, Jeep, and Rambler. Also: one Mercedes

and three Benzs.

Aisle 3: Katherine Apple '08, Pamela Berry '86, Jamie Cherry '83, Thomas Lemon '08,

Steven Peach '86, and Jibri Raspberry '01.

Names that should be spoken aloud: Bartholomew Toensing, Erin Magee,

Azin Kavian Jahromi, Rocio Del Solar, Maia N. Tamanakis, Sonia Ursino Beauvais,

Jennifer El-Hillow, Chongmi Lah, Peerasak Navawatanasub, Barbara Butterworth,

and again, Jibri Raspberry. —Ben Birnbaum
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XT WAS ALMOST TOO PERFECT when I sat down with

James Balog on the back deck of his house just

outside Boulder, Colorado, in the foothills of the Rocky

Mountains, and noticed that the apparatus he was using

to chill his surgically repaired right knee carried the brand

name "The IceMan." Balog, the subject of a recent docu-

mentary called Chasing Ice, is surely the world's premier

photographer of glacial ice formations. This is a man who
has captured upward of a million time-lapse images of

frozen scenery in places like Greenland, Alaska, and the

Alps, to show how glaciers are melting, cracking, collaps-

ing, and receding. He is the Ice Man. »

Balog, with one of his

time-lapse &meras, on a

cliff overlooking southern

Alaska's Columbia Glacier

in May 2007.

photograph: Tad Pfeffer/Extreme Ice Survey



DEEP INTO HIS

But now the Ice Man was tethered to the Donjoy IceMan,

a blue-and-white cooler the size of two six-packs. It circu-

lates frigid water through two hoses connected to dimpled

black pads that wrap around the knee. Balog was under doc-

tor’s orders to stop chasing ice for several months and spend

hours a day with his knee elevated. All in all, a bad state of

affairs for a guy who is used to a life of almost constant

trekking. But a good one for me: I found myself spending

the day with a man in the mood to reflect, to talk about his

adventures in photography and his recent prominence (by

way of National Geographic, Sundance, TEDGlobal, and a

busy speaking schedule) in climate-change activism.

I had seen Chasing Ice at a Boston College screening in

April. Balog was on hand to greet a crowd of 200 at Devlin

Hall and take questions after the movie. He’s tall and rug-

ged-looking and speaks with an easy eloquence. His photog-

raphy is stark and pristine and suited to a modern art muse-

um’s walls. He has the physical bravery of an extreme sports

athlete. And he’s ventured into a new, public role: using the

languages of art and science to deliver a warning about the

effects of too much carbon dioxide in the atmosphere—an

invisible threat he believes is causing visible disruption. As

he put it that evening, “Glaciers matter because they’re the

canary in the global coal mine.”

Balog lives in a bluish-gray split-level lodge-style home

that you find by taking a long and winding road to its final

offshoot. GPS might or might not get you there—I fol-

lowed detailed instructions that Balog’s wife, Suzanne, gave

me over the phone. He was sitting on his front deck when

I eased into the driveway on an early morning in May and

parked behind his white Prius. He waved and directed me
to come up. “It’s so quiet here,” I called out. “That’s how we
like it,” he answered.

Two weeks out of surgery for a partial knee replace-

ment, he was no longer on crutches but was walking gin-

DISSERTATION,

BALOG CONCLUDED

HE HAD TWO
CHOICES: TO BE A

PHOTOGRAPHER OR

TO FIND A JOB AS

A MOUNTAIN GUIDE.

THE LATTER SEEMED

MORE LIMITED

AND RISKY.

gerly. Suzanne had taken

their 1 1 -year-old daughter,

Emily, to school. (His older

daughter, Simone ’10, was

away at King’s College

in London, studying risk

analysis in the department

of geography.) He led me
through the living room

and onto the back deck,

where he launched into a

visual tour ofthe landscape.

We were looking west over

Fourmile Canyon. In the

foreground was a downslope of ponderosa pines and scat-

tered boulders, and beyond the canyon was snow-capped

Arapaho Peak, which rises to about 13,000 feet. Our eleva-

tion was about 6,900 feet. He pointed to a snowy area in

the far distance: “That’s the southernmost glacier of the

Rockies,” he said.

Balog got comfortable in his green-mesh-and-metal

zero-gravity reclining chair. On the verge of turning 61,

the challenge facing him in post-op seemed only now to

be sinking in. For months, he’d been considering an offer

to go on a two-week, all-expenses-paid trip to photograph

a scientific expedition set for August to Baffin Island, a

remote and beautiful spot in the Canadian Arctic. It’s the

kind of opportunity “I would have jumped at in two and

a half seconds 10 years ago,” he said. He’d just decided to

turn it down.

We covered a lot of ground, figuratively, as we spoke that

morning on the deck. He told me about his upbringing in

a woodsy part of New Jersey; and a formative summer in

an Outward Bound program in Colorado; and his time at

Boston College, when he’d hitchhike up to New Hampshire

to hike and climb and when, at 1 9, he first

started carrying a simple Pentax cam-

era with him. His love of the mountains

took him west, where he enrolled in the

University of Colorado and obtained a

master’s degree in geography, concen-

trating on geomorphology.

At one point we paused so he could

make a scheduled phone call to a wealthy

young investor. Balog was hoping to

enlist him in the funding of the Extreme

left: Balog (in blue) with field assistant Svavar

Jonatansson on a snowy day in Iceland in March

2007. opposite: The calving edge of the Rink

Glacier on the west coast of Greenland, observed

by EIS camera GLA2 on July 22, 201 1

.



Ice Survey, his continuing project to document changes in

glaciers worldwide. Then Suzanne called in about lunch.

They had an old friend coming over, a doctor who wanted

to check on Jim’s progress. “He and I have known each other

for almost 40 years,” Balog said. “We’ve done a lot of climbs

together.”

CHASING ICE DOCUMENTS Balog’s Extreme Ice Survey

(EIS), which began in 2007 to compile a visual record of

melting and receding glaciers in the northern hemisphere.

The film captures Balog and his original core team—

a

photo assistant, a videographer, an engineer, and two sci-

entists—installing five cameras in Iceland, about a dozen in

Greenland, five more in Alaska, and two in Montana. They

travel by small plane, helicopter, canoe, dogsled, and, often,

on foot. Early on, the film shows a self-possessed, white-

knuckled Balog as the hehcopter he’s riding in loses power

and has to make an emergency landing.

To record changing ice year-round, Balog’s team invent-

ed a way to encase the cameras in protective boxes, power

them with solar panels and batteries, and run them with

automatic timers. But, as one of his assistants comments

in the film, things can easily go wrong when you’re “put-

ting really delicate electronics in the harshest conditions

on the planet.” Returning to check cameras several months

after the initial installation, Balog came face-to-face with

the possibility that his expensive project might be a flop.

“Everything we’re trying is getting thwarted,” he says in

a moment of almost tearful frustration, as the video rolls.

Camera systems were destroyed by falling rocks, buried

under snow, or disabled by exploding batteries. Many ofthe

timers failed. So it was back to the drawing board. Balog’s

engineers designed a better timer and retraced their steps,

retrofitting all two dozen stations. EIS now has 30 cam-

eras pointed at glaciers around the globe, including on Mt.

Everest and Antarctica.

In Chasing Ice, the time-lapse photography of EIS shows

glaciers retreating by miles over two- and three-year peri-

ods. EIS cameras focused on the gigantic Ilulissat Glacier

in Greenland bore witness to a calving in which an area the

size of lower Manhattan broke into pieces. “It took a hun-

dred years”—from 1900 to 2000—for the Ilulissat Glacier

to recede eight miles, Balog says in the film. “From 2000 to

2010, it retreated nine miles.”

Produced and directed by Jeff Orlowski, who originally

signed up with Balog as a 22-year-old volunteer videogra-

pher, Chasing Ice won a “best cinematography” nod at the

2012 Sundance Film Festival. It had its theatrical release in

photographs: Blake Gordon (left), James Balog / Extreme Ice Survey (above) SUMMER 2013 BCM 19



top: The Solheimajokull Glacier near the southern tip of Iceland as it

appeared in April 2006 (top). The same view in February 2009 (bottom),

shows the glacier much diminished.

New York City in November of last year and since then has

been shown in about 150 cities. The movie has reached a

wider audience—in 171 countries—through airings on the

National Geographic television channel.

In April, Balog told the Boston College crowd that every

member of Congress has been given a copy of Chasing Ice.

He was just back from a trip to Washington, where the

movie had an Earth Day screening at the White House.

(Agency heads and senior executive branch officials attend-

ed, though not President Obama. Balog isn’t sure whether

the president has seen the film.) Even before the movie’s

release, Balog ramped up his public speaking. He talks about

climate change to college crowds and at environmental ral-

lies but also at meetings attended by Wall Street bankers.

His TED talk, “Time-lapse Proof of Extreme Ice Loss,”

delivered in Oxford, England, in July of 2009, has been seen

online by more than half a million viewers.

The presentation at Boston College, which helped kick

off the annual Arts Festival, was sponsored by a telling

array of organizations: the University’s Institute for the

Liberal Arts (which funds interdisciplinary projects),

the Boston College Energy and Environmental Alumni

Network, the environmental studies program, student-led

EcoPledge, and the Arts Council. Noah Snyder, an associate

professor in the earth and environmental sciences depart-

ment (another sponsor) introduced Balog at the screening,

noting his unique style of “linking environmental themes

and art.” Earlier that day, Balog had spoken to Snyder’s

advanced class Remote Sensing and Image Interpretation

(GE490).

In his Paul Revere role, Balog seems every bit the well-

versed, science-literate activist, as he cites the rising level

of atmospheric CO 2 in parts per million (“We’re now at

396.8,” he said in April; over the past 800,000 years of ris-

ing and falling levels, the peak, before the Industrial Age,

was never higher than 280.) At the same time, his work

shows the soul of an artist—as if he’s driven by nothing

more than the relentless pursuit of beauty. After the Boston

College screening, one of the things I wanted to know was:

Is he an artist who became an activist, or was it the other

way around?

It turns out that he didn’t start out pursuing art or activ-

ism. Growing up in Watchung, New Jersey, which at the

time was a remote suburb bordered by fields and woods,

Balog realized in boyhood how much he loved being close

to nature. The oldest of three boys, he remembers “trying

somewhat misguidedly to engage with animals by shooting

them.” For him, that was a way to be able to touch the feath-

ers of a pheasant or the fur of a rabbit. “I used to be endlessly

fascinated by seeing a deer walking around our backyard,

and squirrels and rabbits and pheasants, and thinking, ‘My

God, there’s a whole universe of characters out here, living

their own lives, perfectly happily, paying no attention to us.

There’s a parallel universe here, and isn’t this fantastic?”’

Balog’s parents came from coal-mining country in

Pennsylvania; for them, education was the way out. His

father became a chemist for Merck in his 20s and then

found his way to a career analyzing pharmaceutical stocks

on Wall Street. His mother loved travel and eventually

opened a travel agency. She was the one who steered Jim to

the Colorado Outward Bound school in the summer after

his senior year in high school. When he saw a picture in the

brochure of climbers rappelling off a cliff he knew imme-

diately: “I want to do that.” He became “absolutely fixated

on that landscape out there,” he said, waving off toward the

Rockies as we sat on his deck.

Still, he went to college thinking he’d be a history major.

“I had no more clear idea than that,” Balog recalled. “And
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my father said, ‘Well, I don’t know what you do as a history

major—maybe you go and be a lawyer.’” Only in his senior

year at Boston College did he begin to think that studying

science could connect him to what he loved—the outdoors.

He loaded up the science courses in his final year.

Becoming a photographer didn’t occur to him until he

was almost finished with graduate school in Boulder. Deep

into his dissertation, he realized he had no patience for the

type of computer processing that was beginning to be inte-

gral to modern science. “I wanted to have dust on my boots.

I wanted to go hiking, camping; I wanted to be up on moun-

tain tops; I didn’t want to be in a dry, gray research lab, wran-

gling the intricacies of some software program. I hated it.”

He concluded he had two choices: to be a photographer

or to find a job as a mountain guide. The latter seemed more

limited and risky. While still in his mid- 20s and working

summers as an Outward Bound instructor, a friend showed

him the work of nature photographers Ansel Adams and

Eliot Porter. As he became more serious about photog-

raphy, he investigated the combat scenes of Robert Capa

and W. Eugene Smith, and the Depression-era images of

migrant farmers taken by Dorothea Lange—work some

critics refer to as “concerned photography.”

Even then, Balog had a kind of mountain climber’s per-

spective: He wanted to find “first ascents”—not to follow

well-trod territory. “There are no first ascents left when

you’re looking at black-and-white celebratory pictures of

grand landscapes, or color for that matter,” he realized.

“It’s all been done.” But there weren’t many photographers

who were finding a story to tell about the changing circum-

stances of nature. Balog knew of one: Robert Adams, who
happened to live about 20 miles down the road from him,

in Longmont, Colorado. Adams was well-regarded in art

circles for his “new topography” photographs showing the

border areas between woods and encroaching suburbs.

Balog went out to meet Adams and began to think of ways

to follow his lead—to convey the landscape in the midst

of change. “This is a big story,” he thought. “This conflict

between humans and nature is a gigantic story, and there’s

enough here to go for the rest ofmy life.”
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ALL BALOG KNEW about the photography profession at

first was that there was a magazine called National

Geographic publishing the kind of photographs he wanted

to make. But neither scenic beauty nor the “new topogra-

phy” made his early reputation. He followed that fascination

with animals he developed in his youth. An early project led

him to photograph big-game hunting in the Rockies. This

led to publication of a book in 1 984 called Wildlife Requiem,

which showed wild animals in the moments before and after

being shot. In 1990 he published a book called Survivors:

A New Vision of Endangered Species, which showed animals

removed from nature and photographed in studio settings.

National Geographic used a photo from the book—of a jaun-

ty, open-armed orangutan—on its April 1990 cover. Along

the way, Balog picked up commercial assignments based

on his reputation for innovative photography of wild crea-

tures; he photographed a black leopard for Yuban Coffee,

for instance, and a gorilla for American Tourister luggage.

His third book, Anima (1993), showed humans and exotic

animals together, again in unusual studio compositions. In

the late 1990s, he embarked on an effort to show trees in

ways they had not been seen before. He used a system of

rope climbing, for example, that allowed him to photograph

a redwood at intervals, all the way up. He combined the

photos, mosaic style, to give a view of the full tree. That

led to the publication of the book Tree: A New Vision of the

American Forest, in 2004.

An assignment from the New Yorker that same year start-

ed him on his pursuit of ice. The magazine was preparing

a three-part series on climate change (Elizabeth Kolbert’s

influential work that became a 2006 book Field Notesfrom

a Catastrophe: Man, Nature, and Climate Change). Balog was

hired to provide a photograph of a glacier. It was the dead

of winter, and he knew that glaciers in the northern hemi-

sphere would be covered with snow. He saw no aesthetic

possibilities. He asked to be sent to Patagonia, where the ice

would be in summer transition. Too much expense, he was

told; find something closer.

He went to Iceland. He learned that glacial formations

there were visible at places near the warmer Gulf Stream

currents, where “you have these big tongues of ice” at the

water’s edge. “You could see edges of these glaciers that

above: The 150-foot walls of Birthday Canyon on the Greenland Ice

Sheet in June 2009. The black deposit at the bottom of the channel is

cryoconite, a windborne dust containing rock particles and industrial

soot that absorbs solar radiation, right: Close-up of cryoconite on ice

and the melting that results.
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‘THIS IS A BIG

STORY,' HE

THOUGHT. ‘THIS

CONFLICT BETWEEN

HUMANS AND
NATURE ISA

GIGANTIC STORY,

AND THERE'S

ENOUGH HERE TO

GO FOR THE REST

OF MY LIFE.'

were enormously evoca-

tive, aesthetically. They

said decay and mortality

and end. You could feel the

end of the glacier happen-

ing right in front of you

through the shapes and

through the sculptures.

That was huge for me. All

the lights went off in my
head. I realized this is what

I didn’t know I could get.”

He used the same compos-

ite style he had used with

the redwoods; the result was an arresting two-page photo

in the New Yorker.

Balog expanded the project, going back to Iceland in

2006, carefully marking his locations with the idea of

returning in six months to the exact same spots to show

the receding of the glaciers. Those photos became part of a

National Geographic package in 2007 called “The Big Thaw.”

While he was at the magazine’s offices in Washington, D.C.,

helping to edit the pictures, he had the idea that led to the

all-consuming Extreme Ice Survey. “On one ofmy last days

in Washington, I woke up in my hotel room and thought,

‘We should leave some time-lapse cameras out to watch the

change, instead ofme always having to go back.’” And then

he realized that ifhe was going to go to the trouble of setting

up a few cameras in Iceland, he might as well put up cameras

in other areas—Greenland, Alaska, Montana.

There is a scene in Chasing Ice that shows Balog rap-

pelling into a moulin, with his life seemingly hanging by a

thread, so that he could get a perspective he wanted. The

film also conveys the financial risks Balog took—he was in a

hurry to advance the project and didn’t have nearly enough

funding, even with assistance from National Geographic’s

Expeditions Council and in-kind donations (including 25

cameras from Nikon), to cover what became about a half-

million-dollar budget for the first year. He borrowed money

out of his daughter’s college fund, he told me in Boulder,

adding, “I’ve been around the block enough to know that

was a huge, huge, huge risk.”

“That’s an awful way to run a business,” he said. In fact,

“It’s not a business at that point, it’s a vocation, it’s a passion;

you’re doing it because you have to do it. And that’s what

being an artist is.”

THAT AFTERNOON IN BOULDER, Balog showed me the

two offices ofthe Extreme Ice Survey. The first was a rented

storage room in a warren of below-ground offices on the

edge of the University of Colorado campus. It holds doz-

ens of cameras and related equipment, as well as some of

his archives—old prints, books, negatives, hard drives. He

wasn’t there for five minutes before he started lamenting

the dreariness of the space. I commented that he must be

one of those persons who doesn’t just like nature but needs

it. “I could no more five in Manhattan than I could fly to the

moon,” he said.

We drove to the headquarters of the Extreme Ice Survey,

about three miles northeast of downtown. The office is off

an access road near auto lots and low-lying industrial build-

ings. EIS rents a second-floor two-room suite in a slate-gray

painted-cinderblock building that is the home of music stu-

dios owned by an old friend. Here, at least, Balog has a view

from his window of the Flatirons, the broad mountainside

rocks on the west side of Boulder.

Balog’s operation is converting to a nonprofit organi-

zation called Earth Vision Trust, which will support the

Extreme Ice Survey. There are eight employees, most of

whom are usually out doing research or field work—in May,

for instance, one scientist was in Antarctica.

The staffer you’re most likely to find in the

office is Balog’s longtime assistant, who
goes by the name Sport. (She told me her

given name but forbade me from printing

it. She’s been Sport for years.) “I like to tell

the story that one of my first tasks was to

call talent agents and tell them I was looking

for a large-breasted pregnant woman who
would pose nude with a chimpanzee,” she

told me. This was in the early 1990s, when

Balog was working on Anima.

Balog and I sat down in his half of the

office and continued our conversation.

There was a well-used black trail bike lean-

ing against his laminate desk. The office

has several large prints of his ice photos; I
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was admiring one with luminescent blues and greens that

resembles an abstract painting. We talked about his reasons

to continue, and even expand, the Extreme Ice Survey. With

all those hundreds of thousands of images now stored on

about 1 5 hard drives in the next room (“Everything’s stored

in triplicate,” Sport told me, with archives in two other loca-

tions), why continue to set up time-lapse cameras? Elasn’t

the point been made?

Balog believes that if a five-year record of disappearing

glaciers is better than a three-year record, then a 10-year

record is better than a five-year record. This may well be the

biggest planetary story of our age—and, he says, it’s not as if

the argument is won. That soon got him going on the power

of the fossil fuels industry and the persistence of climate-

change “denialists.” I brought up the columnist George Will,

who regularly uses recent weather data to argue there’s no

scientific proof of an emerging climate trend. The mention

of Will caused Balog to use several unprintable epithets.

“Tie’s smarter than that,” Balog said. “There’s no excuse for

it. His grandchildren will curse his name.”

On the drive back to his house, Balog was still exercised,

and he railed, in his passionate but modulated way, against

the vested interests that, in his view, are preventing a tran-

sition to clean energy—and are counting on a complacent

public to remain confused about whether there is scien-

tific consensus about climate change. He was in Paul Revere

mode. So, as we settled in for a late afternoon conversation,

this time on his front deck where he reconnected with the

Donfoy IceMan, it seemed the right time to sort out the

activism-and-art-and-politics question.

“I think of myself as a storyteller first, and an artist sec-

ond,” he said, adding, “and a scientist third.” But he balked

at the term “activist.”

“It’s not good enough, and it hasn’t been good enough

from the first day of this project, to simply make the pic-

tures, collect the evidence, and say ‘O.K., we have it—you

other guys tell the story’,” he said. “I want people to be

aware of it, yes. That’s a kind of activism, I guess I have to

admit. But I’m uncomfortable with the label, because to me
it implies a politicization. One of my number-one leading

principles in this is I want to rise above petty politics. This is

a universal human issue. This doesn’t belong to left or right,

Republican or Democrat.”

“I always cringe,” he continued, “with activism turning

very quickly into ‘us versus them.’ ‘We’re the good guys,

they’re the villains.’ When I’m ranting about the fossil fuel

industry, as I was in the car, I also recognize that fossil fuels

have brought a great deal of good to human society.” It



remains important to him to “see both

sides” and to recognize “the dualities, the

yin and the yang, that exist in the current

moment, all the time. I can’t escape that,”

Balog said.

The guiding principle of his organiza-

tion, he said, is “What is ours to do?” The

answer he’s come up with is to bring art

and science into the same conversation

—

“to create innovative artistic interpreta-

tion of these issues.”

WE WATCHED A FEW hummingbirds

in the late afternoon sun, hovering at

the feeder over the side of the deck, and

we spoke about the difficulties in taking

individual responsibility when it comes

to such an overwhelming problem as climate change. He

noted that the solar panels on his house result in an electric-

ity bill of $8 per year. But does it matter? He paraphrased

Gandhi: “Everything you do will be inadequate, but that

doesn’t mean you shouldn’t do it.”

After spending a day with Balog, one can’t help noticing

that he projects an almost irksome omnicompetence. I asked

Balog what he thinks he is bad at. “You know what I’m bad

at?” he offered. “I’m bad at sleeping.” Also, he said, he’s a

“computerphobe.” We agreed he had not been good at tak-

ing care of his knee. It was time to move indoors. Suzanne

and Emily had returned with a couple ofuncooked gourmet

pizzas that needed to go in the oven and a kale salad.

I told Suzanne that I had been grilling her husband about

what he is not good at. “He’s bad at slowing down,” Suzanne

said. And that’s his immediate challenge—not just because

he has to rehabilitate his knee, but because he intends to

spend the next few months on a book project (words this

time, not pictures), in which he will recount his adventures

in photography and what he’s learned about the changing

world. This will involve quiet solitary time in the converted

studio at the end ofhis driveway (built by the previous owner

as a garage for a Winnebago), which he calls his sanctuary.

After dinner, James and Emily moved to the living room

to discuss Emily’s homework (about the planet Jupiter,

as it happened). I spoke with Suzanne in the kitchen. She

told me two things that surprised me. The first was about

her husband’s most recent nerve-racking experience. She

described a presentation he made in April at the University

of Colorado about ice and glaciers that worked almost like

left: Sperry Glacier at Glacier National Park, Montana, September 2006.

Less than 250 acres now, it was 800 in 1901 . "We'll be calling it Glacier-

less National Park by the middle of the century," Balog says in Chasing

Ice. above: Lindblad Cove off the Antarctic Peninsula, January 201 1

.

performance art—a combination of photographic images,

music, and freeform verse. “He was more nervous about

that than going down into a moulin,” she said. “I’ve never

seen him nervous like that. He was out of his comfort zone.”

I had been wanting to ask her about the other risks that

Jim took—how could she bear to know he was climbing on

ice formations, when one slip could be fatal? I assumed both

she and Jim must have an unusual tolerance for risk. She

stunned me by saying that she sees them both as being peo-

ple who are “fairly risk-averse.” She explained that the only

way she got through those years documented in Chasing

Ice was to know a lot of the details of the precautions that

would be in place. She said she coped by being logical, not

emotional; she needed to be reassured that everything was

carefully thought out. “There’s a lot of discussion” before he

sets out, she said. “We turn over a lot of stones.”

Suzanne pointed to an area of the house I hadn’t noticed,

just off the kitchen, against the far wall. There was a ladder

that went up to an indoor treehouse Jim had built for Emily.

Mountain lions roam the region, Suzanne explained, and

Jim doesn’t like the idea of his daughter meeting one. You

can’t avoid risks in life, she said—what’s important is to

think carefully about the ones that are necessary.

Balog had told me earlier he wasn’t taking risks to “save

the planet.” “The earth will always be O.K.,” he said. “The

question is, What kinds of conditions will the humans of

the future have to grapple with?” He’d gestured toward his

daughter, then said, “The world that she’s going to live in

is going to be a much more difficult and complicated place

because ofwhat climate change is going to put into it.”

Dave Denison is a writer based in the Boston area.

Eight years ago, BCM wrote about James Balog's book Tree: A

New Vision of the American Forest. The article may be found via

Full Story at www.bc.edu/bcm.
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NEW
HIRE
In 1964, a teaching prospect had his first tour of the Heights

By Paul Doherty ISHOWEDUP at the English department office in

McElroy Commons just in time for my nine o’clock appoint-

ment with Professor John Mahoney, the department’s chair-

man. His was one of several department offices then on the

second floor ofMcElroy. (Construction of Carney Hall was

well under way; orange safety fencing surrounded the new

building.) The January morning was sunny and very cold;

wisps ofsnow were on the ground. Students were on winter

break. The year was 1 964.

“Ooooooooh. Dr. Mahoney is not here. You’ll have to

wait.” The department secretary gestured toward a chair.

Her voice (British accent) was low, as if she were divulging

confidential information. I took my seat.

A few weeks before, I had interviewed with Boston

College at the Modern Language Association (MLA) con-

vention, held that year at the Palmer House, in Chicago.

The interview team was John Mahoney and a department

colleague, Donald Sands. This proved only nominally true,

however, for Professor Sands rested on his hotel room bed

throughout the meeting, eyes closed, though he did bestow
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The author, left, with Francis Sweeney, SJ, and John Sullivan in the late 1960s. Fr. Sweeney directed the University's Lowell Humanities lecture series for more than

40 years. Sullivan was the English Department's assistant chair in the 1960s and 1970s. The photo was taken at the home of department colleague John Fitzgerald.
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a cordial, sleepy wave when I was introduced. Professor

Sandman. I remember nothing else of that interview, but a

few days later, by phone, I was offered a position at Boston

College and invited for this campus visit.

At the time, I was in my fifth year ofthe Ph.D. program at

the University of Missouri, teaching four freshman courses

each semester and earning $450 per course. No longer tak-

ing classes, I was writing my dissertation. In the fall I had

sent letters to more than a hundred colleges, and received

promising replies from perhaps a dozen, proposing either

interviews at MLA or campus visits. I chose to make follow-

up visits to only two schools: Boston College and another

of at least equal stature. But my visit to the other school

had been disturbing. Junior faculty had cornered me to let

me know their dissatisfaction with their chairman, clearly

hoping to impress me with their cause. I hoped my visit to

Boston College would go better.

Boston College meant coming home. I had grown up

in the Boston suburb of Arlington, and until my marriage

to Gail, just five months before in Pine Bluffs, Wyoming,

Arlington had been home. Only my mother and brother

lived in the Arlington house now; I had not seen them since

the wedding. I flew to Boston from St. Louis a day early and

spent the night before the interview in my old bed.

Perhaps 30 seconds after I was told that I would have to

wait, Dr. Mahoney showed up, laden with the day’s mail. I

recognized him as he approached—a tall, slim man with a

purposeful stride. His mission, it turned out, had been to the

mailroom, on the other side of McElroy. He was getting a

jump on the day’s work. On our way upstairs to the Faculty

Dining Room, he told me that his secretary, Miss Cockcroft,

had worked for British Intelligence in World War II, which

explained the accent and the air of secrecy.

What we talked about over coffee and Danish I do not

remember. Dr. Mahoney—despite his urging, it would be

several months before I felt comfortable calling him John

—

probably reviewed the terms of the job offer. I would be

teaching four freshman courses in the fall and three more

plus an elective course in the spring. My salary, assuming I

received my doctorate by the time fall classes began, would

be $7,500; otherwise, $6,500.

John would have asked about the progress of my disser-

tation. Its subject was the prose works of Robert Greene,

a minor figure in the English Renaissance. If he is remem-

bered now at all, it is probably as the contemporary who
called Shakespeare—that “upstart crow”—a plagiarist. The

claim was made in a deathbed pamphlet: Greenes, Groats-

worth of witte, bought with a million of Repentance (a pam-

phlet, by the way, now believed to have been written by

someone else).

The dissertation would have four chapters. The first, on

Greene’s prose style, was done. It compared the frequency

of certain linguistic transformations found in Greene’s

prose with their frequency in the writing of several of

Greene’s contemporaries. I toted up preposed and nested

dependent clauses, restrictive and nonrestrictive relative

clauses, interrogative sentences—that sort of thing. (This

was my Chomsky period. I was then more confident than I

am now that syntax is the key to all mythologies.) The other

“We have a weak dean—an

interim appointment," John

Mahoney said, as we waited

in the anteroom. His words

were helpfully intended.

three chapters were already researched, but the writing was

still “in my head,” as we say.

Soon John and I were joined at our table by another

member of the department, Tom Hughes: tall, tweedy, a

pipe, a touch of an Irish brogue. He told us—told John,

actually—that he had not heard from his son since the exam

period had started at Harvard. John explained that Justin

was a senior at Harvard, which then held its first-semester

exams in January, and also that he was captain of the foot-

ball team. I waited for a pause in the conversation and told

Professor Hughes that the University of Missouri was con-

sidering adopting for its freshman English classes Rhetoric:

Principles and Usage—the book that he had coauthored with

P. Albert Duhamel, his Boston College colleague.

This disclosure was not entirely false. At Missouri, teach-

ing fellows who stopped by the coffee room were often

asked their opinions of new textbooks. Recently we had

been sliding that book on rhetoric back and forth among

us like an air-hockey puck. Knowing that a campus visit to

Boston College was in the offing, I had thumbed through

it. The book proposed that the precepts of classical rheto-

ric—which the authors broke down into seven parts and

three kinds, along with useful tropes and figures ofspeech

—

remained the best preparation for a student writer. It was an

important textbook, linking the relatively new field of writ-

ten composition to its classical tradition in oratory. But John

soon diverted my cordial praise and returned the conversa-

tion to the subject ofTom’s silent senior son. When we left

for our next appointment, John let me know that the man
whom I had just met, Tom Hughes, was not the coauthor
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of the textbook I had been praising. That would be another

member of the department, Dick Hughes.

That next appointment was with Professor Duhamel

himself—the only Professor Duhamel in the English depart-

ment, I must surely have been hoping. He was at this time

director of the College Honors Program, but John told me,

as we made our way from McElroy to Gasson Hall, that

Professor Duhamel was ending his tenure in the position.

The undergraduate Ho nors Program had not developed as

hoped; Boston College was redirecting resources to gradu-

ate education. There had been a recent turnover of college

deans and, thereby, ofDuhamel’s dream.

The director’s office was a closet-size room inside the

Honors Library. I was a bit wary of this meeting with

Professor Duhamel, considering that I would be working in

his area, the English Renaissance. But what he wanted to talk

about, and did talk about, was new developments in literary

studies. Of particular interest was the Hinman Collator at

the University of Kansas, which, happily, I knew a bit about.

This apparatus, named after its inventor, Charlton Hinman,

a Shakespeare scholar at K.U., was an optical system that

allowed one to view multiple texts of a Shakespeare play

simultaneously: quarto and folio texts of Hamlet
,
for exam-

ple. This allowed for immediate detection of variants, the

identification of individual compositors, and so forth. The

Collator was a great advance in Shakespeare textual studies.

Professor Duhamel contrasted it with the long, laborious

years that his own University ofWisconsin professor, Myles

Hanley, had spent compiling a word index of Ulysses by hand

on 3 x 5 cards. There had to be a better way.

All this future-talk with Professor Duhamel, and not

a word about the English Renaissance, let alone Robert

Greene and his Groats-worth ofwitte. I did gather the impres-

sion—though maybe this was later—that a career devoted

to Robert Greene might be plotted somewhere on a line

between farce and tragedy. The thought had surely crossed

my own mind.

On to the office of the Dean of the

College of Arts and Sciences. “We
have a weak dean—an interim appoint-

ment,” John Mahoney said, as we wait-

ed in the anteroom. His words, help-

fully intended, affected me strangely. I

was aware that a dean was an academic

official ofsome sort but had no concep-

tion of a dean’s duties, let alone what I

might expect from a weak dean versus

a strong one, or what use I was to make

of this sudden bit of information. Of

the meeting itself I remember only that

a kindly man wearing a cassock rose

from behind his desk to greet me.

John and I next walked to the apart-

ment ofProfessor Maurice Quinlan, on

Commonwealth Avenue, just beyond

the grounds of St. John’s Seminary.

John identified him as one of the top

scholars in the department. An older

man and a recent arrival, his field was

the 18th century. He was at present

writing on Samuel Johnson’s religious

beliefs and practices.

Professor Quinlan had a gentle,

witty manner, as though beneath any

utterance there might lurk resources

for merriment. The sun, sinking in the

early January afternoon sky, shone

brightly through the front windows

of his apartment. I was getting sleepy,

but I perked right up when Professorclockwise from top left: John Mahoney, Thomas Hughes, Maurice Quinlan, P. Albert Duhamel.
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Quinlan let me know he was pleased that I might be joining

his department and bringing to the Boston College commu-

nity my “accomplished wife.” The remark baffled me. Not

that the adjective was inappropriate, but it was not the first

that would have come to my mind to describe Gail.

Cicerone JohnMahoney once again intervened. Professor

Quinlan had confused me with another person who might

be joining the department in the fall, Bob Reiter. And Bob’s

wife, Josephine, was a pianist. Professor Quinlan knew this

because there had been some vigorous negotiating between

the department and the administration regarding the ship-

ment of Jo’s baby grand piano from Ann Arbor to Boston.

At the time, Boston College would reimburse moving costs

up to $500; the cost of transporting the baby grand exceed-

ed that amount. This was not the case with the only piece of

furniture that Gail and I owned: a monstrous Naugahyde

recliner upholstered in light brown imitation leather, stud-

ded with golden ornamental nails.

The trip to Professor Quinlan’s apartment was the last

event ofmy campus visit. John walked me to the trolley stop

across the street. I would be back in Columbia, Missouri,

later that evening.

SO THERE YOU HAVE IT, the day ofmy first

visit to Boston College. We can be sure of one thing:

Nothing happened on that day just as I have retold it here,

as a series ofmerry anecdotes. For the past, in James Joyce’s

lovely phrase, is “fabled by the daughters of memory.”

Beyond these anecdotes, I have questions: What was I like

then, what was my younger self like at that busy time in my
life, almost a half-century ago?

Marriage: After a long bachelorhood, I married at age 30;

Benedick, the married man. Well, what was that like, those

first months ofmarriage? Did I miss my earlier carefree life?

Did Gail miss hers? What sorts of changes were necessary?

Difficult? Delightful?

Teaching: My new profession. Did I enjoy teaching? Did

I think I was any good at it? Perhaps more important, did

my students think I was any good at it? Both Gail and I

were English teachers, by the way, but it was customary at

Students walking between McElroy and Lyons halls, in the winter of 1964.
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the time, more than customary, that the woman woulci step

aside while the man proceeded to a career.

Family : Gail was talking about starting a family.

Fatherhood. There’s one for you. What did I anticipate, if

anything?

Church : My inherited faith was Catholicism, and I had

been a reasonable practitioner, but more, I suspect, out of

filial than spiritual devotion. Now, away from my old home

and family, what was I prepared to believe?

We can be sure of one thing:

Nothing happened on that

day just as I have retold it

here. Beyond these anecdotes
,

I have questions.

The world: The same week that Gail and I married, a

young Methodist minister had spoken from the steps of

the Lincoln Memorial: “I have a dream,” he began. A few

months later the President of the United States was assas-

sinated. His successor was moving civil rights legislation

through the Congress. On the other side of the world,

claims of a sea battle in the Gulf ofTonkin prophesied war.

How did such events as these affect my view of the world?

Did I have a view of the world to speak of?

When I seek answers to these questions, questions that

probably were important to me then, and certainly are

important to me now, I do not find them. It is as if I see

myself, my old self, through a scrim, a silhouette without

color, lacking in detail. We don’t get to choose what we

remember.

THE QUICKEST WAY HOME from Lambert

Field, St. Louis, to 1021 Southpark Drive, Columbia, was

at the time unusual. The interstate highway system was

under construction. When completed, 1-70 would parallel

and virtually replace old U.S. 30, a two-lane, coast-to-coast

highway. But so far only sections of the interstate were

open.

So you would speed along for several miles on the new

and not quite discovered interstate, detour to Route 30 via

a single-lane county road lined with drainage ditches, poke

along 30 for a few miles, then detour back along another

county road to 1-70. After five or six repetitions of this cren-

elated pattern, the bright lights of Columbia would appear;

then home.

Gail would be waiting up. She would have been wear-

ing, I now imagine, her favorite gray cashmere cardigan

(its top button dangling perilously an inch or so from the

buttonhole, held by a solitary sturdy thread), a full woolen

skirt (gray and purple plaid), bobby socks, and penny loaf-

ers. I would tell her that the campus visit had gone well.

She would agree that, the next morning, I should call John

Mahoney and accept Boston College’s offer.

Now, work to be done. The unwritten chapters of the

dissertation were lined up hke ducklings. Chapter Two
would compare the sheep-shearing scene in Shakespeare’s

The Winter’s Tale with its source: Greene’s prose romance,

Pandosto. Chapter Three would be a presentation of

Greene’s customary rhetorical practices and Chapter Four

a scholarly edition of Greene’s second deathbed pam-

phlet (assuming he wrote the first one), The Repentance of

Robert Greene.

I would write, Gail would proofread, and Celeste

Clifford, the daughter of the department secretary, would

type the day’s work on her wondrous IBM Selectric—the

model, you will remember, whose letters were protrusions

on a rotating golf-ball-size head.

That $1,000 differential in starting salary was a powerful

incentive. I can’t tell you how many groats that would be

worth.

And all would be well. The dissertation was completed,

defended, and bound before the June deadline. On a hot

Sunday afternoon in mid-August the University ofMissouri

held its summer graduation ceremony on the campus green.

Days later I rented a U-Haul trailer, the smallest on the lot,

and Gail and I began filling it with our earthly belongings:

dinnerware and kitchen utensils, wedding gifts and clothing,

notebooks and books—among these a fresh-bound copy

of “The Prose Works of Robert Greene.” The prodigious

Naugahyde recliner would be making its own measured

progress to 21 Montview Road, West Roxbury. “Four to

six weeks. Maybe longer. Depends,” the man at Allied Van

Lines had told me.

And so, very early on a late-summer morning, I drove

away from Columbia, Missouri, and began the two-day

drive, with much zigzagging. Overnight, if all went well, I

would be at the Holiday Inn in Ashtabula, Ohio.

Gail would be flying to Boston a few days later. She had

been advised not to travel over the roads. She was now near

the end of her second trimester of pregnancy.

All of this was a pretty long time ago.

Paul Doherty is associate professor emeritus in the English depart-

ment of Boston College. He has previously published articles in Boston

College Magazine on Doug Flutie, the history of English composition,

and Professor P. Albert Duhamel.
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All hands
Photographs by Lee Pellegrini

Text by Zak Jason

It's two weeks before the premiere of an original

play at Boston College's Arts Festival, and the 14-foot-

tall protagonist needs clothes and a head. In a cramped

room in the Middle Campus service building—the

classroom for John Bell's Workshop in Puppet and

Object Performance (CT346)— Tim Kopacz '13 guides

a muslin sheet through a sewing machine to craft a

size 40 dress. Bell, the 2012-13 J. Donald Monan, SJ,

Professor in Theatre Arts, finds a cardboard box, staple

gun, and box cutter, and in five minutes sculpts a

three-foot-tall cranium. "By using whatever everyday

materials you have lying around," he counsels, "the

process becomes more inventive."

CT346 is the hands-on sequel to Bell's fall history

course, Traditions in Puppet and Object Theater. In

that course, through texts including Bell's Strings,

Hands, Shadows: A Modern Puppet History (2000), the

students surveyed puppetry forms from the 10th-cen-

tury Javanese wayang kuiit (leather shadow puppets)

to 20th-century Dada masks. In March, the work-

shop's three seniors and two juniors built shadow

puppets and performed a borrowed script. Now they

have a month to create their own script (and music),

construct characters and a set, map choreography and

blocking, and rehearse the class's final production.

"Puppets become repositories of all sorts of mean-

ing that would be impossible to associate with a

human being," says Bell. "It's harder for a human," he

says, to represent an idea, “to be a way station." Bell

speaks from extensive stage experience. A veteran

of the Vermont-based Bread and Puppet Theater-

known for its political activism and six-man gigante

puppets— in 1995, he cofounded the avant-garde

New York-based puppet troupe Great Small Works.

Each student pitched stories in early April for the

April 25 Arts Festival show. After sifting through

many that Bell said were rich in dialogue but suited

to humans more than puppets, the class went with a

proposal from Eliott Purcell '14: They would tell the

story of Kenyan forestation revolutionary and Nobel

Peace Prize-winner Wongari Maathai (1940-2011).

As Bell folds a queen-sized sheet into a head wrap

atop 14-foot "Maathai," Purcell ties the rubber-band

hinges that will give her bamboo arms a range of

motion. Maggie Kearnan '14 sits behind them at a

plastic table and draws 3x5-foot, craft-paper story-

boards that will be shared with the audience. The plot

begins with a drought that has forced rural Kenyan

women to range far for food and firewood. Kearnan

borrows a 16th-century storytelling method Bell

introduced in the fall: cantastoria (Italian for “sung

story"), in which a narrator points to scenes drawn

on a poster and sings their captions. Seated on the

carpeted floor painting construction-paper trees,

Christine Movius '13 says, "People often think of the-

ater as a multi-million-dollar endeavor. It's refreshing

to grab some paint and scissors and create a show

that's real." Next year, with a Fulbright Scholarship,

Movius plans to work puppets into her lesson plans as

an elementary English teacher in Malaysia.

By the end of the two-hour class, the group has

taped, stitched, drilled, knotted, and glued the sup-

porting cast (out of cardboard, to half human-scale).

These include Kenyan president Daniel arap Moi,

painted in watercolor with a toothy glare; Maathai's

female proteges, dressed in bright red, green, and

blue, some of them fixed in permanent tree-planting

poses; and the faceless three-headed male who
represents Moi's government. Next will come the

challenge, says Katie Donnelly '13, of "finding the

personalities of our puppets."

Two days later, eight days until show time, the

class rehearses on the lawn outside Campion Flail.

Against a steady wind, Kearnan (controlling the body

of Maathai with a bamboo pole) and Purcell (control-

ling the limbs) navigate the puppet's grand entrance

opposite, top: Bell (kneeling) with staple gun and Purcell (leaping) with cardboard head in CT346's service building workshop.

bottom: During a rehearsal, Kopacz and Movius make music as Bell directs off-camera puppeteers.
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above: Rehearsing on the Campion Hall lawn are, from left, Kopacz, Donnelly, Purcell, Bell (with planting puppet), Kearnan (shouldering "Maathai"), and Movius.

opposite: At the performance on Stokes Hall lawn, Donnelly (obscured) operates an environmentalist-women puppet, as Kearnan and Purcell animate Maathai.

while hidden behind her skirt. As Purcell, with a bam-

boo pole in each hand, stretches his arms, Maathai's

arms extend to the wingspan of a hang glider.

"It seems like she wants to dance more," says Bell.

He teaches the students to not control the object but

"figure out what the puppet wants to do."

"In an open, childlike sense, you have to play,"

he says. Purcell tries clapping Maathai's 18-inch-long

cardboard hands together. “Too hokey," Bell decides.

Kearnan tries raising and lowering Maathai's body.

"Too rigid." Then, as Kearnan gently tilts the body

forward, Purcell glides the arms out, and Maathai

looks like she's about to embrace an entire audience.

"Brilliant. This is what she wants," Bell says.

A few minutes later, as passersby stop to watch,

Donnelly determines how to operate the police pup-

pet, who arrests Maathai. "In jail you will learn to be

a proper woman who respects men and stays quiet,"

Movius narrates offstage, as Donnelly shakes the pup-

pet in front of her.

"Can he be more threatening?" asks Bell. "It's

commedia dell'arte : You create your character with

your gestures." Movius repeats the policeman's line,

but this time Donnelly seesaws the policeman and

swings his hinged arm toward Maathai, as if relishing

his authority. “As an actor," says Movius afterwards,

"you're very aware of what your body can do, because

you're in full control of it. But when you're operating

puppets, you have to discover their kinks."

A week later, during dress rehearsal on Stokes Hall

lawn, Donnelly (controlling the planting women) and

Purcell (the government) rehearse an exchange. As

Kopacz bangs a tribal tambourine offstage— Purcell's

cue— Purcell turns toward the women to harass them,

revealing his body and breaking the puppeteer's

illusion. "We need a menacing gesture that works

in two dimensions," he says. Donnelly and Purcell

experiment with eight different movements before

landing on a duet. The government quakes in anger

and slams diagonally toward the women, and the

women cower diagonally downward, creating what

amounts to a representation of the gender-bound

Kenyan hierarchy that Maathai worked to flatten.

"What a tableau," Bell shouts.
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Vocation summit
By William Bole

Examining the college experience of future priests

I
N HOMILIES, CHURCH MEDIA,

and other Catholic forums, the word

“vocations,” as in priestly ones, is almost

inevitably coupled with “crisis.” The

Church has been struggling to reverse

a decades-long drop in the numbers

of priests, nuns, and brothers, holding

national days of prayer for vocations,

spearheading media campaigns to raise

awareness of this need, and taking the

message into parishes and parochial

schools. Catholic leaders have also turned

attention to a place where some young

adults grapple with serious thoughts of a

religious vocation: the college campus.

At Boston College, where any number

of spiritual offerings (retreats, faith-

based service, and other programs) could

conceivably nurture the idea, University

President William P. Leahy, S), and others

have been asking, as he put it in an inter-

view, “What are we doing well? What”

—

from a vocation perspective
—

“works?”

Last year, in search of hard data, the

University, together with the U.S. Jesuit

Conference, commissioned the Center

for Applied Research in the Apostolate

(CARA) at Georgetown University to

conduct a study ofhow the college experi-

ence contributes to hearing a priestly call.

The respondents were mostly younger

priests and other men on the ordination

track; they were asked about influences

ranging from coursework and prayer

groups to one-on-one spiritual direction.

The results of that study were unveiled

at a June 20-21 conference billed as a

“Summit on Vocations: Exploring Ways to

Promote Vocations to the Priesthood.”

The gathering in Chestnut Hill drew

together 100 Catholic leaders and aca-

demic authorities on vocations. Included

were eight bishops and archbishops, five

presidents of Catholic universities, and

more than two dozen vocation direc-

tors of dioceses, archdioceses, and reli-
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Pollster Cray: "No shortage of interest."

gious orders such as the Jesuits and the

Franciscans.

Although Roman collars were far

more visible than lay attire in Gasson 100,

speakers there underscored the breadth

of this undertaking in the Catholic com-

munity. “The life of the Church and its

vocations are everyone’s business,” from

archbishops to people in the pews, Boston

Cardinal Sean O’Malley, OFM Cap,

emphasized in a greeting. Backing up that

sentiment was research presented at the

conference highlighting the role of simple

encouragement—by friends, family, and

others—in fostering vocations.

The tone of the gathering was more

upbeat than bare statistics would suggest.

The ranks of diocesan and religious-

order priests have thinned alarmingly

from about 60,000 in the mid-to-late

1960s to around 38,000 today (even as

the American Catholic population has

grown steadily, from 45.6 million to

66.3 million), according to The Official

Catholic Directory, an annual compilation

of Church data. Young men have begun

entering the seminaries, particularly dioc-

esan ones, at a fairly steady clip—a hope-

ful sign. At present, nationally, the Church

ordains about 400 diocesan priests and

100 religious-order priests annually. But

that still isn’t enough to make up for the

priests who retire or die each year.

“There’s better news here than people

have previously thought,” said Mark M.

Gray, a senior research associate with

CARA who, on day one of the summit,

delivered an overview of the center’s

recent findings. He was referring partly to

CARA studies documenting lay interest

in pursuing a religious vocation. Fast fall,

for example, CARA released a study of

never-married Catholics, those who could

still seek celibate vocations. Among male

respondents as young as 14 years old, the

survey found that three percent have “very

seriously” considered a religious voca-

tion. That represents 352,800 Catholics,

according to one of Gray’s slides, with the

heading “No Shortage of Interest.”

He compared that sizeable group

(particularly its males) to a seemingly

manageable number—200. If there were

at least that many more men entering the

priesthood each year than currently is

the case, the long decline would begin to

bottom out. “And ifwe could move from

200 to 400”—additional vocations each

year
—“we wouldn’t need these surveys,”

said Gray, because the priesthood would

be expanding.

Gray also delved into the matter of

encouragement. He served up another

unintimidating number: three. Someone

who is encouraged by at least three people

to consider a religious vocation is about

six times more likely to give it serious

thought than someone with just one

encourager, according to the survey of
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never-married Catholics. “That’s the sweet

spot—the magic number,” he said, not-

ing that 60 percent of those with three or

more encouragers have seriously consid-

ered a vocation.

Obstacles to vocations were raised by

CARA senior research associate Mary L.

Gautier, who pinpointed a little-known

and fairly recent stumbling block—stu-

dent debt. Like many of their peers, more

young people interested in religious life

are sinking in debt, and more religious

orders feel unable to pull them up, accord-

ing to Gautier. She cited a 2012 CARA
survey of477 religious communities that

are home to the vast majority of U.S. men

and women religious. It found that about

one-third of formal applicants—4,328

“serious” inquirers over the past decade

—

had an average debt of $28,000. Among
religious orders that have experience with

debt-carrying applicants, a little more

than two- thirds had to turn away at least

some of these men and women, for that

reason. “This is an increasing problem,”

said Gautier, referring to educational debt

as “one implication of the college experi-

ence” that deters vocations.

During remarks after dinner that

night, Fr. Leahy called on every diocese,

archdiocese, and religious order to devise

a strategic plan for vocations. "I use that

word strategic, because that word is about

having an honest assessment of current

realities and current efforts," he said, add-

ing that any plan should be hammered out

with lay collaborators, not just Church

leaders. He stressed the need to follow

through on a long-term plan “with per-

sonnel and money.”

Leahy also discussed what Catholic

universities have been doing to bolster

vocations while ministering otherwise to

students. He spoke of service opportuni-

ties with a spiritual component in which

students reflect on how their faith life

was touched by the activity; of “focused

retreat programs” that are “serious about

the engagement of prayer, the person of

Christ, and Scripture”; and of support

groups for those contemplating this life.

“Students who are thinking about priest-

hood, I think, often feel isolated. If they

can be part of a group that meets once a

month, have time for prayer, conversa-

tion, hear the vocation stories of others,

that is reassuring, and I think at times

it confirms a direction in people’s lives,”

he said.

Day two of the conference brought

a focus on the new study titled “The

Influence of College Experiences on

Vocational Discernment to Priesthood and

Religious Life,” based on questionnaires

completed by 1,575 men between April

and June of last year. Most respondents

had attended either a public or a Catholic

university (40 percent and 39 percent,

respectively).

Among other questions, these recently

and not-yet-ordained men were asked

to rate whether a religious activity had

“very much” influence on their vocational

decisions. Included in a sampling of two

dozen activities were the three com-

mended by Leahy. Thirty-nine percent

cited a “vocation support group,” 36 per-

cent pointed to “retreat experiences,” and

a quarter attributed the same influence to

“service programs.” The survey did not

cut finely enough to distinguish among

types of service and retreat programs as

Leahy did.

Topping the list was “spiritual direc-

tion”—which usually involves a specially

trained minister who helps a student, for

example, with his or her prayer life. The

largest share of respondents (65 percent)

referred to this influence on their voca-

tional discernment. Graduates of Catholic

colleges were only a little more likely

than those from non-Catholic schools to

identify spiritual direction, often available

through campus ministry programs at

state universities.

James C. Cavendish, a University of

South Florida sociologist and lead inves-

tigator for the study, accented spiritual

direction in his summary of the results. He

urged that campus ministries expose as

many students as possible to this practice.

“This is where a lot of the vocational dis-

cernment takes place,” he said.

According to the study, other sig-

nificant influences included having a nun

or priest as a professor, taking a course

that inspired interest, engaging in group

prayer, and attending Mass. “It’s interest-

ing that Mass is important but homilies

are not,” Cavendish noted slyly, drawing

laughs from the Church leaders who sat

at round tables in Gasson and who are

used to being teased about the quality of

Catholic sermons at Mass.

During a Q&A session, Rev. David

Ruchinski, ordained six years ago and now

vocation director of the Diocese of St.

Augustine, Florida, raised a pointed ques-

tion about Catholic university efforts to

promote vocations. He said dioceses in his

region are seeing more new seminarians

than in the recent past but very few from

Catholic schools; by and large, recruits are

hailing from public universities. “There’s

a skew,” he said—suggesting that Catholic

universities, affiliated mostly with reli-

gious orders, are steering the men to those

communities, not to dioceses.

There was some debate on that, and

then Gautier stood up a few tables away

to say that location matters too. “The

Catholic population is shifting”—mostly

toward the Sun Belt
—

“and they didn’t

have the foresight to bring their institu-

tions with them,” she quipped. In regions

such as the Southwest, the masses of

young Catholics from which the few voca-

tions flow are gravitating to public col-

leges and universities.

And that pointed up a further chal-

lenge: nurturing vocations in places,

including those with growing Hispanic

populations, where the institutional

Church has less reach.

Someone who is encouraged by a l least three

people to consider a religious vocation is about

six times more likely to give it serious thought than

someone with just one encourager, according

to a survey of never-married Catholics.
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On not knowing
By Lawrence Cunningham

The intellectual and the mystic can agree

I
N 1971 ,

THE THEOLOGIAN KARL

Rahner famously predicted that the

Christian of the future would have to be

a mystic. What Rahner meant was that

the traditional religious culture would not

sustain a lively faith, in a post-industrial

world; people would either have a deep

religious commitment or no faith at all.

Rahner had a precise understanding of

mysticism. Tire mystic, he said, is someone

who has had “a genuine experience of

God emerging from the very heart ofour

experience.” I prefer to take my definition

front the man whom some have called the

prince of mystics, St. John of the Cross.

John spoke—from experience—of “a high-

er knowledge of God,” of a “dark night”

that is “an inflow ofGod into the soul,”

purging the soul of “habitual ignorance

and imperfections, natural and supernatu-

ral.” According to John, Christian mysti-

cism is a certain dark—indescribable

—

knowledge of God, a gift that finds its

expression in love. I believe many people

have experienced such a deep, satisfying

sense of God’s presence in their lives but

have not had the language to describe it.

Intellectualism and mysticism would

seem to be the extreme poles of mental

life, with the former indicating clarity of

thought and the latter an extreme state of

grace. Yet in the Catholic instance (for I

am thinking of the Catholic intellectual),

there is an interesting interplay between

the two.

AS WITH MYSTICISM, ONE CAN THINK

of intellectualism as a way ofbeing. The

intellectual life is dedicated to the pursuit

of learning, accompanied by the conviction

that learning brings forth meaning. It has

always been an integral part of Catholic

tradition, reflected in the willingness of the

early patristic adherents to engage in dia-

logue with Greek philosophy. It is exempli-

fied by the value that Aristotle brought

to the thought ofThomas Aquinas. It

is reflected in the willingness of Cardinal

John Henry Newman, CO, to challenge

intellectual liberalism in a reasoned way,

and it has survived in our own time in

those such as Benedict XVI and the Cana-

dian philosopher Charles Taylor who have

confronted, in the arena of intellectual

discourse, what Walter Lippmami called,

generations ago, the “acids of modernity.”

Catholic intellectuals join this conversation

when they understand that what comes to

us as God’s gift in revelation sheds light

upon and enriches what the human project

achieves by the use of mind.

Catholics who wish to follow the intel-

lectual life begin with the tacit or overt

conviction that one can know truth in

some imperfect way and, further, that the

pursuit of any truth is an incremental and

lifelong journey. They aspire to truth by a

variety of paths: by reflection on the cul-

ture in its current iteration; by exploring

issues of aesthetics or the world of science;

by adjudicating the fundamental ethi-

cal norms appropriate to society and the

individual; by reaching up to the mind of

God as revealed to mankind by faith and
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reason; and by attempting to harness ideas

into some kind of coherent whole.

At times, the mystical way of knowing

coincides with or is complementary to

the intellectual vocation. Those who have

accommodated to both, such as Augustine

of Hippo, recognize that God is “most

hidden from us and yet the most pres-

ent amongst us” (Confessions 1:4). God is

the object of a lifelong search but is also

known to be present in love. In the late

20th century, this assertion was similarly

expressed by the Jesuit theologian Bernard

Lonergan, when he gave as his final pre-

cept (of five) for authentic living, after “be

reasonable,” “be in love.”

The mystical path has something to

teach those on the intellectual path, and it

is this: The search for the finality of truth

is Truth, and in that search there must be

humility. We acknowledge that we can-

not possess the fullness ofTruth but can

only mch toward it by degrees and by fits.

Similarly, every insight into the truth of

things allows us to see a part of the whole.

It urges us forward while reminding us

that we have not yet arrived at whole

understanding. In a sense, the intellectual

fife is a life of desire.

The great mystics share a fundamental

insight that, for all we can say about the

experience of the final form of knowing,

there is much that we cannot say. In this

life, we are on the way of truth, never

completely in possession of it. Beware the

intellectual who can explain all and pro-

vide direction for all. Such a person is not

an intellectual but a fanatic. The mystics,

in their knowing, do not know how to

say what they have experienced. St. Paul

caught it perfectly: “Eye has not seen nor

ear heard nor the human heart conceived

what God has prepared for those who love

him.”

Those who wish to be or who consider

themselves to be intellectuals must learn

that, in undertaking the intellectual pursuit

of truth, they embark on a journey for a

lifetime—the intellectual life must inevi-

tably be an unfinished labor. Rather like

the mystic, the true intellectual learns that

the full embrace ofwhat we can know and

express is limited by our human capacity.

T. S. Eliot got it right in his Four Quartets:

“Words strain
/
Crack and sometimes

break, under the burden
/
Under the ten-

sion, slip, slide, perish
/
Decay with impre-

cision, will not stay in place
/
Will not stay

still.” And so the mystic reaches for the

oxymoron (God is “todo y nada”). And the

intellectual strains for analogy, metaphor,

and linguistic novelty.

THE HARMONY BETWEEN MYSTICS

and intellectuals can be described like this:

When intellectuals begin to grapple with

ideas in order to gain understanding, they

grow aware of the horizon of unknowing

that extends ever before them—and aware,

too, that their goal recedes even as they

advance to meet it under the penumbra of

hope. Mystics follow a somewhat analo-

gous path, in that their yearnings are never

complete in this life; their experience of

the presence of God is always tentative,

elusive, transitory, and full ofpromise.

Tike the Christian intellectual, the mystic

lives in the “not yet.” How might their

paths converge? Aquinas gives an inter-

esting hint in his Summa Theohgica. He

begins by defining contemplation as prin-

cipally pertaining to meditation on God,

and then he says that the contemplative

can be predisposed to genuine contem-

plation by a reflection on any truth

—

Thomas’s way of saying that the intellec-

tual task of seeking and stating truth is a

prelude to the encounter with Truth.

The paths of the Christian mystic and

the Christian intellectual move toward

a common end, which is the Source of

all truth. Their shared way has been well

underscored by a 20th-century monk

who was both an intellectual and a con-

templative, and I will give him the last

word. In New Seeds ofContemplation

(1961), Thomas Merton, OCSO, wrote:

“Contemplation, by which we know and

love God . . . beyond the reach of any

natural understanding, is the reason for

our creation by God. ... It is the fulfill-

ment of deep capacities in us that God

has willed should never be fulfilled in any

other way.”

Lawrence Cunningham is the John A. O'Brien

Professor of Theology (Emeritus) at the Uni-

versity of Notre Dame and the author of The

Seven Deadly Sins: A Visitor's Guide (2012).

His essay is drawn from a talk he gave in the

Heights Room on April 10, sponsored by the

Church in the 21st Century Center.

For a video of Lawrence Cunningham's

complete talk on “Mysticism and the

Intellectual Life," go to Full Story at

www.bc.edu/bcm.

Joint project

The Paulist Press has published Healing God's People: Theological and Pastoral

Approaches (2013), edited by Thomas A. Kane, CSP, associate professor of homiletics

and liturgical practice at the School of Theology and Ministry. The book's 13 essays

address themes of trust and forgiveness, compassion, and cultural sensitivity. The

following essays were contributed by Boston College faculty:

"Practicing Hope," by Francine Cardman, associate professor of historical theology

and church history

"The Church's Prophetic Challenge," by M. Shawn Copeland, Ph.D.'91, professor of

theology

"What is Forgiveness?" by Raymond G. Helmick, SJ, '56, MA'57, lecturer in conflict

resolution

"Compassionate Listening: Healing Skills and Sensitivities," by Melissa M. Kelley,

MA'91, associate professor of pastoral care and contextual education

"Healing Brokenness in Multicultural Communities of Faith," by Hosffman Ospino,

Ph.D.'07, assistant professor of Hispanic ministry and religious education

"What Does the New Testament Say About Reconciliation?" by Thomas Stegman,

SJ, associate professor of New Testament

Healing God's People may be ordered at a discount from the Boston College Book-

store via www.bc.edu/bcm. —Zal< Jason
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The Burns Library last year catalogued more than 1 ,000 autographs, letters, litho-

graphs, and manuscripts in its Authors Collection— many from pages ofa 19th-

century autograph book or the accumulation of local bibliographer William AAacril I is

Griswold (1853-99). The oldest document (below, left) dates to 1665 and bears the

signature of Cardinal Antonio Bichi, a canon lawyer and Vatican auditor. Also shown,

from left, are letters from George Bernard Shaw (1916), Franklin D. Roosevelt (1919,

when he was assistant secretary of the Navy), and Charles Darwin (1872, some 13

years after On the Origin of Species appeared). Not surprising, Shaw's letter, to one

David Johnson, is the most tart. It concludes, "I do not care a dump about the suf-

frage." The complete list may be viewed online via Full Story, at www.bc.edu/bcm.
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The 60-year opus.

A MAN, A PLAN
By Brian Doyle

The reader Robert A. Parker '50

I
F YOU DREAM OF BEING A PROLIFIC SCRIBBLER OF

books, you might consider assuming the name Robert

Parker—a binomial of robust literary standing. Think of the late

crime novelist Robert B. Parker, or the renowned wine writer

Robert M. Parker. Or, for sheer volume, salty opinion, and criti-

cal acumen, there is Robert A. Parker ’50, P’84, who has to date

published more than two million words. This is a man who has writ-

ten a considered review, for his own benefit and that of intimates,

of nearly every book he has read for the last 60-or-so years. The

essays are collected in the five-fat-volumes-and-counting of A
Literary Cavalcade.

Robert A. Parker is a man ofremarkable energies. A retired cor-

porate communications man, he enjoyed a long career as magazine

editor
(
New Jersey Focus, Financial Executive, and others), publica-

tions manager (at Metropolitan Tife, Touche Ross, McGraw-Hill,

etc.), journalist (writing for numerous periodicals, from the New

York Times to Caribbean Travel & Life), and photographer. So it

is that a goodly chunk of his two million words were published in

magazines such as Cruise Travel and the Jesuit weekly America, and

another healthy percentage in his four books of travel writing, a

memoir, a collection ofhis six plays, his five books ofphotographs,

and now a blog. But Cavalcade is unquestionably his magnum opus.

Each volume of Cavalcade is a 400-page-plus paperback with

a glossy black cover and a single illustration inside (a photo of

Parker, above the biographic note, looking like a stern and bookish

Elton John). The total page count for the set stands at 2,500 pages,

covering more than 1,000 authors. The books are organized alpha-

betically: Volume I is A to C (Kobo Abe to Michael Cunningham),

II is D to G (Henri Daniel-Rops to Jose Maria Gironella), III is

G to K (George Gissing to Milan Kundera), IV is L to M (Jean

Lacouture to Henry de Montherlant), V is M to S (Brian Moore

to Neil Sheehan), and Volume VI, which should be published later

this year, will cover S through Z (Ignazio Silone to Emile Zola). A
miscellany may follow to scoop up books read most recently.
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Cavalcade is the end product ofParker’s daily two hours ofread-

ing, usually from midnight until two in the morning, during which

he devours mostly novels, two or three a week, generally in his

study, the walls ofwhich are lined with some 3,000 books, divided

into those he has read and those he hasn’t, yet. When he finishes

a book he immediately jots notes on his impressions, especially

of the plot (“the most important element in my enjoyment of a

book”), but also on style, theme, and character. “I am most interest-

ed in works that explore the inner workings of characters,” he says,

their “moral, intellectual, and spiritual aspects.” He polishes these

notes into prose and—voila—another entry for the Cavalcade. The

essays are usually 300 words or so, although here and there are

disquisitions of 3,000 words, and Parker notices that he is writing

longer in recent years.

THERE ARE MANY WRITERS HE SEEMS TO HAVE READ
all of—Russell Banks, James Carroll, Robertson Davies, E.L.

Doctorow, Shusaku Endo, Carlos Fuentes, Graham Greene (his

favorite writer of all), John le Carre, Alice McDermott. There are

also many writers I have never read (William Boyd, Jack Finney),

never heard of (Darryl Brock, Julien Green), or read once but

forgot, though once they were glittering stars (Paul Horgan,

George Gissing).

Two hours of reading, seven days a week, year after year?

“Yes,” says the equable Parker. “Reading is integral. Life interferes,

occasionally.”

Parker traces the genesis of his ever-expanding masterwork to

three moments: the day in grade school when he won a new book

of his choice as reward for the excellence of his book reports (he

sensibly chose Treasure Island)-, a 2008 golden wedding anniversary

party for him and his wife, Margot, thrown by their three children,

after which he wanted to thank them with something substantive

and permanent (“Books last forever!”); and the moment in 1954,

not long after graduation from Boston College, when he met a

fellow young alumnus who told him that he wrote critical com-

ments in novels after he finished them. At the time, Parker thought,

“What a strange idea.” But now, he says, “I get much more out of the

books by writing about them immediately afterward. When you

keep notes . .

.

you train yourself to read and think more clearly, and

that has been a pleasure.” The habit of the reviews began in 1954.

The first book he wrote an essay about? “Could well have been a

mystery,” he says. “Probably Ellery Queen.”

Despite a vast scope, Cavalcade is a highly personal commen-

tary, laced with Parker’s dry wit, blunt honesty, and sometimes

tart dismissals of the canonical aristocracy (of James Agee’s Let

Us Now Praise Famous Men: “dry, overbearing, no room for the

reader to breathe”; Ernest Hemingway’s To Have and Have Not:

“badly organized, and breaks down completely at the end”). Also

in evidence is his patent delight after finishing a book that blew

his mind (Georges Bernanos’s Diary of a Country Priest: “Wow!

A combination of Greene and Dostoyevsky, with depth and sim-

plicity that strikes closer to the truth than either of those two.”)

Again and again, Parker pierces the critics’ harmonious chorus

and says bluntly what many readers havt felt but perhaps could

not articulate. Of Dante’s Inferno, for example, he writes, “There

are certain great books that one cannot simply read and appreciate.

They must be studied. ... I should have learned this lesson long ago

when I tried to read the Confessions of St. Augustine. But I forgot.

And so was reminded here that there will be depths far beyond my
comprehension.

”

I asked him once about a possible review of the Bible as litera-

ture and got this terse Parkerian response: “I read the Bible long

ago, and, working in the corporate field, it reminded me of a house

organ, with the writers conveying a message to their internal com-

munity. This is not, of course, a comment on the content, only

perhaps on the style.”

Parker says his greatest ambition is to get Cavalcade into the

hands of students. As a handbook to literature, it is, after all,

nearly inexhaustible. For me, the deepest pleasure of the opus

may be the acquaintance with its demanding and engaged author.

If ever there was a man you could happily sit with of an evening

to talk books and writers, it is the estimable Robert A. Parker ’50,

ofNew Jersey.

Brian Doyle, an editor for this magazine from 1987 to 1991, is the

editor of Portland Magazine at the University of Portland. Robert A.

Parker's books may be ordered at a discount from the Boston College

Bookstore via www.bc.edu/bcm.
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After Tibullus, “Elegy 1," 51-58

By Peter Fallon

It's true, I'd far prefer

to give up gold and precious stones

than have a girl greet my farewell

with tears and sorrow's groans.

It's right that you, Messalla,

contend on land and sea

so that your entry way may stay

bedecked with spoils of war.

But the trammels of a lovely girl

are apt to keep me captive

and so I stand, a sentinel,

by the threshold of a stubborn door.

Renown counts for nought with me,

dear Delia, if we be one.

Let them call me lazybones, the one

who shirks what must be done.

Peter Fallon held the chair of Burns Library Visiting Scholar

in Irish Studies during the academic year 2012-13. His 1998

collection, News of the World: Selected and New Poems, was

among the Irish Times's Books of the Year.
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Members of the street gang Mara Salvatrucha (MS-13), in Guatemala City in 2005.

FROM LIFE
By Deborah T. Levenson

A study in gangland

I
AM AN ORAL HISTORIAN, WHICH IN MY CASE INVOLVES

doing fieldwork and writing down my observations as well

as conducting interviews. The research for this book took place

over more than a decade in different parts of Guatemala City,

including some in which I lived, and in different settings, ranging

from private homes to shelters for the homeless. I spoke and spent

time with youths in and out of the Maras—the Guatemalan street

gangs that erupted in the 1980s—and with social workers, psy-

chologists, neighbors, parents, and others, some ofwhom I came

to know personally. Those I quote are named, and dozens more

are not, even though in one way or another they are all present.

Our conversations varied: Some went on intermittently for long

periods of time, and others were brief; some were structured or

semi-structured interviews, others were informal. In addition to

fieldwork, I have also drawn on newspaper articles by investigative

journalists, essays and reports by professionals, and other pub-

lished material, including surveys and data on gangs gathered by a

variety of organizations that each have had their own researchers

and perspectives.

No one book can do everything. With luck, this study will serve

others in the community ofpeople researching gangs in Guatemala

and elsewhere in Central America and, through comparisons and

contrast, help to deepen what we know. I hope this book will also

help the English-language reader to comprehend Guatemala and

empathize with its people.

In the final months ofmy writing and cutting and more writing

and more cutting of this manuscript, the still-life paintings of the

Italian artist Giorgio Morandi (1890-1964) repeatedly came to

mind. Over and over again, he painted certain objects—bottles and

bowls and other vessels—that entranced him and whose integrity

he wished to express. This book feels “over and over again." I first

studied the gangs before my first child, Ana, was born in 1987

in Guatemala City. After my second child. Jasmin, was born in

1990 in New York City, I returned to Guatemala to look at the

general question of urban youth. I took up residence in New York

again, and then Boston, and still I kept coming back to Guatemala

City to see my friends, do research, and finish Hacer la Juventud:

Jovenes de tres generaciones de una familia trabajadora en la Ciudad

de Guatemala (To Be Young: Youth in Three Generations of a

Working Class Family in Guatemala City), which was published
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in 2005. Mareros kept coming my way, especially while, accompa-

nied by my daughters, I kept meeting street children.

The last time I talked with a young person in a Mara was in

2008; I was alone, an older woman from the United States. Have

I been the adequate or appropriate person to write about youth

gangs? Can we “fit”—in some psychological, sociological, or his-

torical sense—with what we study? It has become customary for

scholars to make arguments about why they are suited to their

particular topics and themes. I cannot make any claims that I am
a good match: I did not grow up in Guatemala City, much less in

a gang there or anywhere; I have never spent more than a night in

jail, and not in Guatemala. It is simply that one thing led to another.

Because I wanted to understand how ordinary people make

exceptional history, in the early 1980s I researched and wrote

Trade Unionists Against Terror: Guatemala City, 1954-1985, a book

about urban labor activists who turned murders committed by the

state into their inspiration and thus kept their dead companeros

present, and life meaningful.

Still living in Guatemala City in the mid-1980s and working

with a new research institute, I and others studied the urban gangs

for a political reason: The government had generated a great deal

of publicity and fear around them, yet nobody seemed to know

much about them. Subsequently it became hard for me to let go

of this thread. I spoke with street children who were joining Mara

Salvatrucha (MS- 13) and Mara- 18 (M-18) in the late 1990s. Most

of these youths are dead.

Those two gangs are products of the wars in Central America.

Young men, including ex- soldiers, who fled the civil wars in El

Salvador and Guatemala for Los Angeles, California, started

MS- 13 and took over M-18, once a Mexican-American gang. The

violent rivalry between MS- 1 3 and M- 1 8, which began over L.A.’s

Latino neighborhoods, bled into the streets of San Salvador and

Guatemala City.

Estuardo Edwin Mendoza was a youth from the streets of

Guatemala City who joined M-18. I met him in a shelter in 1997

when he was 14 years old, tall for his age, pale, and sad. The first

time we talked, we sat together, watching the rain pour into the

patio. He said that he had been sick for a “lifetime” because he had

In this 2005 photograph, the casket contains the body of a young man killed in

a Guatemalan prison.

Mareros (gang members) in El Hoyon Prison, Escuintla, Guatemala, 2005.

caught susto (“fright sickness”) during the civil war, and it "just

never went away.” He told me about the massacre in his family’s

hamlet. "I touched dead bodies after the soldiers had cut them up

with machetes,” he said. “I went running into the night. The sol-

diers were painted with charcoal.”

According to a social worker’s report, however, Estuardo had

never been outside of the capital. He was born in a public hospital

in Guatemala City in 1983 and lived with his mother for years

in a “small dark room” in the shantytown called Tierra Nueva II

that had absorbed many war refugees in the 1980s and 1990s.

According to Estuardo, he left this home at age 10 because “my

mother said she could not support me.” He stayed in Guatemala

City’s streets for the rest of his life, sometimes stopping by his

mother’s place, occasionally entering the shelter where we met,

until the staffwould kick him out for using drugs.

I am struck, still, by his recollection of the massacre. It was as if

his most important memories were of his mother’s memories. His

insistence on them rang heroic and somehow moral in light of a

general silence that had come to surround the fighting in 1 997, just

a year after the war ended and 37 years after it began.

Estuardo explained to me that he joined M-18 “estar en algo”

(to be in something). In early 1998, someone in MS- 13 shot him

with an assault rifle. His murder was impersonal. He could have

been anyone in M-18.

Morandi kept painting his bowls and bottles, a bit differently

each time. Writing this book, I kept drawing and redrawing the

same terrain over and over, reframing material from the interviews

again and again. Looking at his paintings and my manuscript, I

worry that perhaps I have crowded the gang members too much

together, that they may not have space in which to breathe—and

don’t quite emerge—and that the surface upon which they rest

is not wide enough. Hopefully readers can look at them with the

consideration and compassion they all deserve.

Deborah T. Levenson is associate professor of history at Boston Col-

lege. Her essay is drawn and adapted from Adios Nino: The Gangs of

Guatemala City and the Politics of Death (copyright © 2013 by Duke

University Press), by permission of Duke University Press. The book

may be ordered at a discount from the Boston College Bookstore via

www.bc.edu/bcm.
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mas ON ARRIVAL
By Patrick Doyle

Asian-American novelists are rewriting America's future

B efore 1990,” Min Hyoung Song, associate professor of

English at Boston College, says with a laugh, “no one

thought much about Asian-American literature.” Then came two

decades in which Asian-American writers racked up major fiction

awards, including the National Book Award (Ha Jin for Waiting),

the PEN/Hemingway Award (Chang-rae Lee for Native Speaker,

Akhil Sharma for An Obedient Father, Yiyun Lee for A Thousand

Years of Good Prayers), and the Pulitzer Prize (Jhumpa Lahiri for

Interpreter ofMaladies).

In his new book, The Children of 1965: On Writing, and Not

Writing, as an Asian American, published in April, Song connects

the flowering of Asian-American literature to the passage of the

Immigration and Nationality Act of

1965—the same law that brought

his family to Michigan from Korea

when he was five years old. With

its emphasis on admitting skilled

workers and their families, as well

as its changes to the national quota

system, the Act enabled tens of

thousands of young, college-edu-

cated Asian doctors and engineers

to enter the United States—from

a wider array of countries than

ever before—tipping the balance

of immigration away from Europe

toward Asia and Latin America.

It is the children of these immi-

grants, who followed their parents

to college and sometimes went on

to earn MFAs, who began experi-

menting with literature.

Song spoke with more than a

dozen such writers. He observed

among them “a lot of anxiety and

fear that they’re expected to write

the immigrant narratives”—the so-

called ethnic novels—as first- and

second-generation Jewish-Americans, to give the most notable

example, did before them. Their resistance to this “rite of ethnic

succession,” shows up, Song says, in a “willingness to experiment

in form,” including graphic novels (Adrian Tomine’s Shortcomings,

for instance) and the mixing of poetry and fiction (R. Zamora

Linmark’s Rolling theR’s). “The literature feels restless and unsatis-

fied,” Song says—as do the immigrant offspring whom these writ-

ers often describe. In Sonya Chung’s novel Longfor This World, for

instance, “the characters travel, meet in far-flung places, commu-

nicate (or miscommunicate)” by cellphone and email, “divided by

time zones and oceans and languages and political borders,” says

Song. His point, and possibly the writer’s: In a shrinking world,

“Who is to say what an immigrant is?”

The authors Song interviewed frequently cited the Victorians

and Russians, “especially Nabokov,” as their literary influences,

rather than one another, he notes. And yet, Song says, they have

demonstrated a marked attentiveness to “what it means to be an

American,” in titles such as Susan Choi’s American Woman, Gene

Luen Yang’s American Born Chinese, Gish Jen’s Typical American,

and Anurag Mathur’s The Inscrutable Americans, to name a few.

If today’s middle-class Asian-American writers can be said

to do "cultural work” and not only produce art, observes Song,

their contribution lies in their

“ambivalence about race” and their

embrace of individuality in a coun-

try on the point of major demo-

graphic change. The “children

of 1965,” he writes, articulate “a

future America, one which will no

longer be majority white but will

nonetheless keep alive a contigu-

ous national character.”

Song has long been fascinated

by the intersection of race, art, and

national identity. His first book,

Strange Future: Pessimism and the

1992 Los Angeles Riots (2005),

explored how the violence sparked

by the jury verdict in a pohce abuse

case centering on an African-

American victim became a “pivotal

event” for Korean-Americans. The

rioters—mainly African-American

and Latino—disproportionately

targeted the kyopo (Korean-

American) shopkeepers; and the

riots, featured, for instance, in the

novel Native Speaker and Dai Sil

Kim Gibson’s film Sa-I-Gu: From Korean Women’s Perspectives,

have been disproportionately the subject of Korean-American

scholars, notably sociologists.

Recently, Song began the research for his third book. It will

examine how contemporary novehsts such as Colson Whitehead

and Cormac McCarthy use genre fiction (for example, zombie or

post-apocalyptic tales) to explore American fears of immigration,

climate change, and societal decline.

Patrick Doyle is a writer based in the Boston area.
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Rawlings, in the Dallas city council chamber.

City light
By Michael

J.
Mooney

Dallas mayor Mike Rawlings '76

As he hustles along the corridors of I.M.

Pei’s massive, cantilevered Dallas City Hall

on a Wednesday morning in May, Mayor

Mike Rawlings (tall, broad-shouldered,

quick to smile) moves with a slight limp, a

reminder of his days as a defensive end on

the Boston College football team.

Rawlings—who, like other big city

mayors in Texas, is a gun-control-favoring

Democrat—was elected with 56 percent

of the runoffvote in 201 1. He spends

four days a week at City Hall and also

works as a managing partner in a private

equity firm.

According to today’s schedule, he will

take part in three open meetings with the

15-member City Council (and will vote as

a member). He will be party to one closed

executive meeting, a short session with the

city attorneys, a couple of sit-downs with

individual council members, two inter-

views with local reporters, and at least

three other meetings covering subjects

ranging from downtown development to

digital branding for the city, all running

end-to-end from 8:30 a.m. until late in the

hot, humid afternoon. Rawlings, who is

married and the father of two adult chil-

dren, is known for his balancing acts.

In college, the Texas native was a com-

munication and philosophy major. He

worked in advertising and marketing for

more than 25 years, serving as CEO of

several companies, including Tracy-Locke,

one of the country’s largest advertising

firms. From 1997 to 2003, he was presi-

dent and chief concept officer at Dallas-

based Pizza Hut.

All the while, he played an active role

in civic institutions such as the Dallas Park

and Recreation Board, on which he served

as president, and the Dallas Convention

and Visitors Bureau, which he chaired. In

2006 he led the effort to fund and build

the Bridge, a 75,000-square-foot recovery

center for the chronically homeless.

In this and other projects, such as

Grow South, a wide-ranging development

plan for the city’s beleagured southern

sector, Rawlings has worked to combine

private and public funding. “Ifyou lead

with the private side,” he says, “the public

side will come around.”

With two years remaining in his term,

Rawlings is asked if he will run again, and

he smiles and says, “I’m not going to think

about it at all for another 12 months.”

Tomorrow he has to interview candidates

to run the city’s international airport.

Michael J. Mooney is a staff writer at D

magazine in Dallas.
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